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RHS Town Meeting On Radio Sunday

Past Patrons and Matrons
Night Observed Together
With Chapter Birthday

Knox County's Easternmost Community
Reports Budget Of $8,673.94 For '52
Isle au Haut held its annual
town meeting Monday and raised
a total budget of *8.673 94 for the
ensuing year.
Named as selectmen were C.
Dalton Bowen, George Prescott,
and Maurice Barter, who also are
to serve as assessors and overseers
of the poor.
Elthea Turner was named town
clerk, Dorothy Barter town trea
surer; George Turner tax collector,

Dorothea Dodge to the school com
mittee, and Maurice Barter con
stable.
Schools took the biggest slice of
the budget, receiving $3,975. Other
appropriations were: roads $1,000;
Are protection $750; miscellaneous
$500; State Aid construction $600.
Revere Memorial Hall, $413.94:
notes $525; interest $25; snow re
moval $400; school house repairs
$100; superintendent's salary $185
and the Head Harbor School $200.

THEY OUSTED THE FIRE APPARATUS
Huge Crowd Of Visiting Fire Chiefs and

Business Men Dined At Central Fire
Station; Fine Talk By Warren Kimball

Jake shows his old Navy blues to the son. pointing with pride to the
Gunners Mate flrst class rating which he earned 35 years ago. Little
Jake says he is going to strike for Sergeant.

Sterling Alden, 21, of Tea street
is entering the service on April 7.
While inductions into the,Armed
Forces are fairly frequent now and
draw little attention generally,
Sterling’s induction Is something
unusual.
His induction and that of his
father, Earl "Jake" Alden come just
35 years apart to the day—yes, almost to the hour. Jake was a
men-,ber of the Naval Reserve unit
in Rockland on April 7, 1917 when
World War I broke out. He recalls
that he was eating his supper in

Ralph Loring's restaurant when
he was notified that his unit was
to report to the armory. It was
then about 5.30 p. m.
Sterling will leave Rockland on
the 4.45 p. m. train for Portland,
April 7, just 45 minutes off from
being exactly 35 years to the minute
from from the time his dad was
called for Navy duty in World
j War I.
While Jake did two years and
five months aboard battleships of
the fleet, Sterling is going Army,
even though his father tried, to talk
j him into following in his footsteps.

ence chairman, and Mrs. Richards,
pre-school conference chairman.
Mrs. Esther Long state field
Mrs. Heathcote Chairman Of nurse, was present, and spoke
briefly, expressing her appreciation
Town Public Health
of the co-operation of the Public
Group; Other Offi
Health Committee, with her work
cers Named
here, and on home nursing in case
Mrs. Joseph Heathcote was elect of an atomic attack.
Mrs. Buck served refreshments.
ed chairman of the Warren Public
Health Committee, at the annual
meeting held Wednesday afternoon
First 4-H Junior
with Mrs. George Buck.
Other officers elacted in the com
mittee for the two-year period are: Rockand Girl Leads Off En
tries For the Junior Style
Mrs George Ingraham, vice chair
man: Mrs. Frederick Richards, sec
Show In May
retary; and Mrs. Edfwin Gammon,
Janet Lowe of Jolly Highlanders
treasurer.
Committees appointed are, trans of 4-H in Rockland is the first girl
portation, Mrs. Charles Kigel, Mrs. to enter the Junior Style Show in
Phillip Simmons and Mrs Dyson the counties. She is malting a
Jameson; ways and means, Mrs. skirt and blouse.
Entry cards have been received
Willis Moody, Jr., Mrs. Maynard
Ames and Mrs. Michael Halligan; to date from Norma Clark, Cheer
and publicity committee, Mrs. Fred ful «Homemakers, in Thomaston;
erick Richards. Mrs. George In Roma Butler and Glenda Butler of
graham was named school confer- Thomaston Tip-Top; Donna Souviney and Margaret Lavallee of
Eastern River 4-H in Dresden
Mills;
Nancy Gamage, Gloria
RED CROSS
House, Geraldine Weston and Ju
BENEFIT
dith Weston of Merry Maids in
CARD PARTY
South Bristol.
TUESDAY, MARCH 25
Mary Woodward of Wawenock in
LEGION HOME
Walpole; Nancy Mullen of Busy
A Rousing Good Time, a Royal
Bees in North Whitefield, and
Good Cause.
Jocelyn Hinds of Aina Goal Seek
TABLE PRIZES, DOOR PRIZE
ers.
MONEY CORSAGE
The Style Show is planned for
Auspices Lions and Lady Lions
Saturday, May 10.
.

Warren Health

Most Fun of the Season
DONATION 75c

Upholding its pleasant tradition
of surpassing its previous biggest
and best each year, the annual
business men’s banquet staged by
the Rockland Fire Department
broke all records Thursday night.
Over 250 visiting firemen and
guests sat down to the banquet
tables on the huge apparatus floor
of Central Fire station promtply
on the tick at 6.30, the trucks
standing ready outside the build
ing in readiness to respond to the
call which happily did not come.
Preliminary music was provided by
Trenton Hull and his Texas
Rangers, a troupe performing at
Knox Theatre who volunteered
their services through courtesy of
Manager of Knox Theatre Dandeneau* The Rangers looked more
like Rangers than the Rangers did,
but proved to be excellent music
makers and were given a rousing
"hand for the band."
This largest of Rockland’s male
gatherings of the year had all
sorts and condition of men at table
and was an outstanding example of
proper public relations by a muni
cipal department.
Being a firemen’s meeting it
properly started off with the group
singing of the National Anthem,
prayer by Rev. Charles R. Mon
teith of the Congregational Church
and then preesntation of the guest
fire chiefs, headed as usual by the
irrepressible and extremely popular
Chief Frates of Bath. These chiefs
were all given a rousing welcome,
Nickerson, Brunswick, Turner, Bath
Iron Works, Eugley, Lincolnville,
Hartwell Davis, Friendship, Steve
Jones and Scott Morse, Bath,
Sleeper ol Bar Harbor, hero of the
great forest fire and ever popular
Allen Payson of Camden as well
as Chief Anderson of Thomaston.
Among other notable to speak
briefly and receive a warm welcome
were:
Insurance
Commissioner
George Mahoney who presented

W,TH PYROFAX GAS

For social items in The CourlerJazette, Phone 1044. City.
tt

A Very Special Event

Malcolm Chase and Wilbur Ricker
of the department in the course
of his remarks. Fred Holt, de
partment supervisor of organized
towns who represented Forest
Commissioner A. D. Nutting and
who had along with him Waldo
Clark and other men of the de
partment; Town Manager Alan
Torrey of Camden, City Manager
Frederick D. Farnsworth of Rock
land and the members of the City
Council.
The officers of the Rockland Fire
Department came in for a rousing
hand—Deputy Chief James Gray
and Assistant Chief Joe King with
an ovation for the men. Line
Foreman Almon Young of the Cen
tral Maine Power Company, an in
valuable aid in time of fire, was
warmly received.
Baked Bean Commissioner Fred
C. Black who has the pleasant
habit of providing the famous
Black & Gay, was held at home by
illness, but Deputy Commissioner
son Gerald grinned happily as the
big crowd shook the rafters with
applause.
The First National
Stores, Edwards & Co. and all
others who had helped were round
ly applauded. Chief Russell was prevailed upon
to speak briefly and characteristic
ally gave high credit to his hard
working, well trained and highly
loyal men and spoke of further
Improvement to come.
Warren Kimball of the National
Fire Protective Association brought
intensely interesting information
on fire prevention in the modern
manner from the far corners of the
country with special emphasis on
new apparatus development and
advancing techniques in handling
rural fires.

Robert Gardner, Rockland High valedictorian, speaks for recording of the Junior Town Meeting of the
Air which will be broadcast at 1 p. m. Sunday over WGAN. To the left is an official of the station who
came to Rockland this week with an engineer to record the meeting. At the right are Emery Howard, Jr.,
and Lawrence Hatch, both of whom participated in the program.

A recording crew from station •----------- —----------------------------------------------------------- ——_____________
WGAN in Portland was at Rock
St. George Politics
Rights Denied
land High School Tuesday morning
to record a session of the Junior
Samuel Leighton Head Of Two Negro Schoolgirls Can
Town Meeting of the Air given by
Town Republican Group
not Join Their Class
Rockland students. This broadcast
To State Convention
mates In Washington
takes place each Sunday at 1 p. m.
St. George Republicans held
and lasts a half hour. The Rock
March 20, we were brought face
land scsssion will be broadcast their caucus recently and the town to face with a case of discrimina
Sunday March 22.
committee was organized as fol tion of great importance to the
The subject used in the Rockland!
lows: Chairman, Samuel J. Leigh welfare of our nation. Two Negro
“Town Meeting” was labor unions. I
girls won the DAR "Good Citizen"
ton;
vice chairman, Dr. Charles H.
It was divided into two sections.'
award in Portland and South Port
One being "What Are Unions” and Leach; secretary, Nina B. Leach; land. Beverly E. Dodge of Port
the other "What are Good Unions.", treasurer, Margaret Cant.
land was informed that she could
Those who spoke on the first sec- j Dr. C. H. Leach who served as not make the trip to her nation’s
-tion Tuesday were Justin Cross,!
chairman the past two years re capitol and stay with her class
David Bird and John Ware; and
mates. Crystal Billuoin of South
those who spoke on the second were , signed.
Portland did not even file applica
Lawrence Hatch, Emery Howard | Delegates elected to attend the tion for the trip.
Republican State Convention to be
and Robert Gardner.
This is a terrible indictment of
The speakers were assisted in re-' held at Bangor on March 27 and our so-called Christian and demo
search on the subject by Barbara 28 are as follows:
cratic nation. "Youth being denied
Samuel J. Leighton, Mrs. Fran the privileges of visiting their na
Ilvonen, Lucy Lewis, Marcia Lind
quist, Catherine
MacPhail and ces Leighton, Joseph Robinson, Jr. tion’s capitol with their class
Alternates are: Mrs. Margaret mates"—what a headline that will
Janet Stone.
All are members of the Problems Cant, Almond Hall, Mrs. Elta Hall. make in the press of anti-religious
It was voted that the above del and anti-democratic countries of
of Democracy class taught by Rob
egates also serve as delegates to the world. What ammunition it is
ert Hybels.
the District Convention.
for spreading such doctrines and
Mrs. Beulah Allen was reiomright here in our own land.
Opens Pastorate mended for ballot clerk and Mrs. beliefs
It is such events that make it pos
,s, ’ Margaret Cant as election clerk. sible to win some of our people to
Dr. C. H. Leach and Samuel J. Communism—to the weakening of
S Leighton were recommended for our own strength and the influ
ft the County committee.
ence we should be exerting in the
Town committee members are: world.
Samuel J. Leighton, Dr. C. H.
As a Christian minister I find
Leach, Harlan Bragdon, Almond this event a terrible indictment of
Hall, Lester Smalley, Harold Hup our people—indicating the weakper, Russell Thomas, Maynard nes of their religious faith and
Wiley.
practice. Many companies in inEdward Monaghan., Joe Robin tervieving prospective workers ask
son, Jr„ Malcolm Pierson, Hugo their religion—the vast majority of
Lehtinen, George Faye, Henry Bry people in our land put down Chris
ant, Arthur Mills, Arthur Inger- tian.
.
sol Harold Dowling, Mrs. Frances
Hafford Services
Yet, in practice, by their abLeighton, Mrs. Nina B. Leach.
Contlnued on Page Three
Aune Bragdon, Etta Hall, Mrs.
Funeral Of Soldier Killed In
Lester Smalley, Gertrude Hupper,
HEAR
Texas Accident To Be
Helen Thomas, Mary Wiley, Gladys
Held Sunday Afternon
| Hocking, Margaret Cant, Alma
BILLY GRAHAM
; Heal, Emma Lehtinen, Jessie HarHOUR OF DECISION
The body ol Private First Class
| ris, Ethel Coffin, Rose Seavey,
SUNDAY' AT 3.30 P. M.
Merle H. Hafford, 21, who died as
I Mrs. Norma Lowell and Evelyn
a result of a jeep accident March
STATION WLAW
Archer.
15, at Camp Connolly Texas, ar
rived at Davis Funeral Home Tues
day.
Announcing Our Opening Date—
Services will be held at the
Thomaston Baptist Church Sun
Rev. Janies Dagino who will
SATURDAY, APRIL 5
day at 1 p. m., with Rev. John open
his pastorate Sunday at the
Fitzpatrick officiating. Interment Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist
Church.
will be in the Village cemetery.
THE SMILING COW
There will be military funeral
For social Items ln The CourierAND
services with Robert MacFarland,
tt
commander of the Williams-Bra- Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
THE TWEED SHOP
ier American Legion Post as lead

MAIN STREET — CAMDEN

er.

The

Jackie Hupper
Benefit Concert
WEDNESDAY MARCH 26

* Storms or sub-zero weather do
not affect your PYROFAX Gas sup
ply. Two cylinders are installed, so
you always have one in reserve.
Then, too, PYROFAX Gas service
men are specially trained to give
you service you can depend on. Foi
cooking, water-heating and refriger
ation, use the best —use PYROFAX
bottled gas service.

8 p. M.—AT THE

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

r«40t/MAK

ROCKLAND

Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

Friends may call at the Davis
Funeral Home Friday and Satur
day from 7 to 9 p. m.
Bearers will be Niles Morrison,
Clinton Condon, Alfred Starr, Jr.,
Richard Kallock, Kenneth Feyler
and Alden Sewell.
Warren Whitney will be soloist
at the services.

ATTENTION ELKS
Don’t Forget the

tightwad is just an ordinary
man who declines to exchange his
cash for soft soap.

SATURDAY, MARCH 22

A

Harbor Light's 45th

St. Patrick's
Dance

— TONIGHT —

LIONS SAY "THANK YOU"

AND A NEW SHOP—MAY LAUNCHING

Harbor Light Chapter, OES, cele
brated its 45th birthday by observ! ing Past Matrons and Patrons
night Tuesday evening with around
100 attending the supper and
i meeting.
The tables were decorated with
green hats and candles. Birthday
cakes were cut by the Past Matons and Patrons.
Maynard Ingraham (1926) and
Mrs. Louise Holbrook (1917) were
the oldest Past Matron and Past
Patron present.
Past Matrons and Patrons hold
ing office for the evening were;
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Elsie Haw
kins; Worthy Patron, Leman Ox
ton; Associate Matron, Mrs. Alice
Marston; Associate Patron, Fred
erick Richards; Conductress, Mrs.
Beatrice Richards; Associate Con
ductress, Mrs. Thelma Haining.
Secretary, Mrs. Marie Bisbee;
Treasurer, Maynard Ingraham;
Chaplain, Mrs. Dorothy Upham;
1 Marshal, Mrs. Marian Cash; Or| ganist, Mrs. Vera Miller; Adah,
J Mrs. Helen Kenney; Ruth, Mrs.
Susie Ausplund; Esther, Mrs. Doris
Whitney; Martha, Mrs. Ora Burns.
Electa, Miss Marian Upham;
Warden, Mrs. Doris Lovejoy and
Sentinel, Raymond Simonton. Mrs.
May Butler and Melville Welt
served as candidates.

The Black Cat
By the Bovine Reporter

An electric wristwatch, hailed as
keeping almost perfect time, is an
nounced. It has a little electric
motor inside, yet is no bigger than
a conventional wind-up watch. It
has no tick, no mainspring, no windI ing mechanism.

Freddie Johneon of Chicago has
spent many years going througto
other people’s pockets, but hae
t stayed honest in spite of meager
reward. He is employed in Hotel
Sherman's valet shop. Once, he
drew from a man's pajama pocket
$5000 in cash and a check for
$18,752. His reward from the own
er was $20. Earlier, Johnson found
a wad of bills amounting to $4600.
The reward—one dollar.
Stormy weather and disagreeable
traveling conditions failed to keep
folks away from that public sup
per in Penobscot View Grange hall
Thursday night. Those nice cooks
—ah! there’s the answer.

One year ago: Employes of Geleral Seafoods fillet plant were
granted pay increases retroactive
to Jan. 15—Rockland City Council
ors were to receive $200 a year sal
ary—John Bird won the silver
medal in the W.C.T.U. speech con
test—Deaths: Grace Kirk Opper,
65; Glen Cove, Mary Ann Gregory.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to lire again, I
rwuld have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to soma
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes ls a loss of hap
piness.—Charles Darwin.
KEEP IT OUT

All the water in the world
However hard it tried.
Could never, never sink a ship
Unless it got inside.
All the evil in the world,
The blackest kind of sin,
Can never hurt you one least hit.
Unless you let it in.
—Sunday School.
For a small inexpensive
book, you might use several seeuoos

of unprinted newspaper which The

a*

Courier-Gazette has for sale
a very modest price.
123*156

STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
So. Thomaston Grange Hall
EVERY SATURDAY NIOHT
Woodcock’s Orchestra—8J6 to IX
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
6-Th6tS-«

Special—TIRE TRADE
1st LINE TIRES

Mobil-flanw

Allowance On Old Tires

2 Front Wheels Balanced at N. C.

The Rockland Lions Club takes this opportunity

A Proudly Distinguished

Albert E. MacPhail

Array of Splendid Artists
445 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 738

to thank everybody who in any way helped bring

such great success to the auction and Rummage

BOCKLAND, MB.
35-37

COMPTON’S

FIREPROOF GARAGE

Sale.

SILVER COLLECTION

On Sale of 4 Tires

ROCKLANO LIONS CLUB

I MAIN ST, BOCKLAND
1131
34-36
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW

^FREEDOM
All Readers of The

Courier-Gazette Are
Invited to Send Service

Items for This Column.

[EDITORIAL]

And Little League Seems Likely To Be a

SPOKE OUT OF TURN
President Truman and National Committee Chairman
McKinney are at loggerheads because the latter said that
the result in Korea would determine the decision the Presi
dent would make in regard to running again. President Tru
man’s angry rejoinder was that this would have nothing
whatever to do with his decision—a timely reply and indica
tive of common sense on the part of the Chief Executive.
Looks like McKinney spoke out of turn.

"Go"—Saturday

THE WISCONSIN PRIMARY
The Wisconsin primary to be held April 1 bars write-in
votes so there will be no opportunity to assay the strength
of Gen. Eisenhower in that State. Bidding for the votes
which would ordinarily go to the General are two other
presidential aspirants, former Gov. Harold Stassen and Gov.
Earl Warren of California The indications are that Sena
tor Taft will sweep the State, and interest centers on the
size of his vote.

Myron E. Preston. Rockland, re- on and caught the enemy off guard
cently was promoted- to sergeant sufficiently to hold the newly
first class and is taking part in acquired position. Corporal Mattaround-the-clock defensive maneu- son’s gallant actions and convers with the battle-toughened 1st spicuous courage reflect great
Cavalry Division on Hokkaido, the credit on himself and the military
TREATY WITH JAPAN
northernmost of the Japanese service Entered the federal serThe war with Japan ended six and one-half years ago
home islands. The division was ro- ! vice from ’ Maine.''
but the U. S. Senate has just gotten around to ratifying the
tated to Japan last December after
peace treaty. Japan's full sovereignty over the home islands
17 months of combat service in
Alston A. Bartlett, age 22, 12
is thereby recognized. After some debate, the chamber later
Korea. SFC Preston is assigned Brick St.. Rockland, enlisted in the
voter 58 to 9 to ratify a security treaty with Japan granting
to the 7th Cavalry Regiment.
U. S. Army with rank of PFC E-3
the United States the right to post military forces in and
•• * •
it has been announced. He was
around Japan for the maintenance of peace anywhere in
Roger E. Libby. F. A , U. S N„ sworn in on March 14, 1952 and j
the Far East, including Korea.
of the U. S. S. Wasp at Brooklyn, will report to Fort Devens, Mass.,
Daddy brings the most wonderful things home caroled the three
N. Y. spent the week-end with as initial assignment. PFC Bart
j little folks in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gordon Friday as they
his parents, Mr and Mrs. Edgar lett is the son of Mrs. Edith H
USING MORE GAS
played with a 150 year old rocking horse from famous Storrowtown Vil
Libby, at Thomaston.
Bartlett. His mother lives at 12
More cars on the road and they are using more gas. That
lage in Massachusetts. Twins Joan and Judith. 17 months, beg big
• • » »
Brick street. Rockland. His brother,
sister Suzan, 4, for a turn in the wonderful chariot.
is the conclusion reached by State Tax Assessor Ernest H
Second Lieutenant Kenneth A. Earl C. Bartlett, Jr., serving with
Johnson. Hc reported consumption of gas in January of this
The Woodcraft Shop, owned by the years, were gather and sent to
Chatto, son of Mr. and Mrs LeRoy Army NG on active duty. He is
year increased by 561,000 gallons over the same month last
Edward
Gordon, has just completed Gordon to see what he could do
A. Chatto, 35 McLoud street, Rock a graduate of High School, class
year. Based on a figure of 13 miles to a gallon, this means
the
re-building
of an ancient with the museum piece.
land, has completed a range officer of 1950. and was a member of
that motorists in the state have traveled 7,000.000 more
The result ls shown above with
or operator’s course at this post Battery D. 703rd AAA Gun Bn.,
miles in January, 1952, than they did in January, 1951,
rocking horse, the likes of ’yhich
the horse stronger than when new.
Lt. Chatto spent four weeks Maine National Guard.
Johnson said.
hasn't been seen locally for a cen It is now well able to stand the
• * * •
studying range activities pertain
tury
or so.
strenuous play of growing chil
Sgt Myron E. Preston of 12 State
ing to radar, in the Antiaircraft
EISENHOWER SWEEPS ALONG
The toy differs from modern day dren. as the original, and unknown,
and Guided Missiles Branch of the street, Rockland, who, despite per
The write-in-vote for Eisenhower in Minnesota is one of
rocking horses In that it is con builder intended a century and a
sonal injury, remained at his ma
Artillery School here.
those political events which now and then light up the land
structed so that the youngster is half ago for his children.
* • * 0
chine gun post for three hours in ,
scape like a flare. The simple fact that more than 100.000
seated inside rather than riding j The toy will go to the Gilbert
people should have inscribed his name upon the ballot is an
Cpl. Walter A. Robertson who the face of an enemy attack, has
astonishing manifestation of political appeal. The write-in
the wooden steed
Homestead in Storrowton which
has been spending a 14 day leave been awarded the Bronze Star
campaign began only a week ago: it was enthusiastic but not
The rocking horse was sent to opens on May 4.
with his grandparents, Mr. and Medal for heroism in action in •
highly organized, and it was confined to a comparatively few
i the shop from Storrowton Village
The horse’s head and mane is
Mrs. William Robertson, Gleason Korea. Preston won the award for
sections of the state. It had to compete for Republican votes,
: in Massachusetts, in pieces. Care- j hand cared with sterling silver
against a "favorite son’’ who had three times been Minne
street, Thomaston, has returned to his action on Oct. 10. 1951 near
sota’s Governor. The overwhelming success of these efforts
Sidamak, Korea, while he was
ful re-assembly by Elliot Gamage decorations on the bridle. Several
Camp Drum, Watertown, N. Y.
could only have occurred with a candidate responding to
• * * *
fighting with Company D, 7th ,
and the re-painting of the original birds adorn the toy, carefully
some deep and powerful desire among human beings.
Richard Brackett, U. S. N., has Cavalary Regiment, 1st Cavalary
designs by Bob Perry have restored painted originally, and as carefully
The Minnesota results do not stand alone. New Hamp
returned to Bainbridge, Md, after Division. The 1st Cavalary trans
shire began as impressive evidence that Republican leaders of
it for display at the Springfield restored.
a key New England State stood back of General Eisenhower;
spending the week-end with his ferred to Japan last December
States' Exposition.
The original little boy who used
it ended as proof that these leaders had not misread the
mother, Mrs. Marguerite Brackett. after 17 months of combat duty
It was found in an attic in West the toy must have been named
minds
of
their
constituents.
New
Jersey
opened
its
cam

•• * *
in Korea. The citation accompany- j
Springfield, Mass., this year. Sec "Frankie” for that name adorns
paign in the glow of the New Hampshire victory, and within
Sgt. Oeorge L. Wiley, son of Mr ing the decoration says, in part: '
the last few days has seen a concerted move toward Eisen
tions, which had come unglued over both sides of the rocker
and Mrs. Alfred Wiley of Warren,
hower within the State organization. All this, however, was
as Company D defended its I
still
in
the
East.
It
took
Minnesota
to
cap
these
develop

is located in Orland, Fla, his ad- positions against an enemy attack
ments with its eloquent indication of what people west of the
and to help our local townspeople
dress: Sgt. George L Wiley, R. A Sergeant Preston, despite heavy
Alleghenies are thinking.
to start a new industry here.
11199494, Co, C„ 812 EAB, Orland enemy fire, fearessly directed ma- |
The Eisenhower movement, according to every sign,
The Industry Committee is in
Ken Libby and Roger Converse,
AFB. Orlando. Fla.
has broken away from the preliminary frustrations, the ten
chine gun fire on the enemy,
constant
touch with the Maine De
sions
and
uncertainties
which
held
it.
It
is
sweeping
along
cochairmen of the first annual
denying them the entire south- I
with gathering speed.—Herald Tribune.
velopment Commission trying to
Richard L. Dyer, age 19. 6 Brick western portion of the friendly I
Lions Charity Bazaar gave a report
get industry to move here. Alter his
St. Rockland, enlisted in the U. S perimeter. Por approximately three
on their progre?- All Lions have talk Bill had the Lions give him
Army with the rank of Pvt. March hours he remained at his post until I
10, 1952 and will report to Fort all but two of his men were killed ! Tenants Harbor, who has been a and personally killing five of the been assigned streets to contact out ideas on what could be done to
Devens. Mass, as his inital assign or wounded. Although injured, he 1 member of the Officers Reserve enemy. Upon attaining his object the people who have any donations help industry.
ment. Pvt. Dyer is the son of Mr. refused to be evacuated until the 1 Corps since 1945, has been recalled ive, he moved an exposed position for the rummage sale and auction
Guests were Henry’ Nelson of
and Mrs. Walter E. Dyer of 6 weapon was in a new position and 1 to active commissioned duty as a in order to direct artillery fire on
South Portland and Gerry Grant
to leave it on their front porch
Brick street, Rockland
of Rockland.
firing again. Sergeant Preston’s1 Captain and is now stationed at the fleeing enemy, and co-ordinat
next Sunday afternoon by 2.30
ed
supporting
weapons
in
assisting
True Spear led the singing and
heroism reflects great credit on j Indiantown Gap, Pa. Capt. Wilson
Awarded Silver Star Medal
himself and the military service.” ; is a veteran of World War II and adjacent units by fire. His inspiring when Lions with trucks will collect Hap Callendar served up a nice
By direction of President Tru
• • • *
j Korea, and has served 57 months leadership and great personal cour lt. The first annual Lions Charity roast beef supper.
man the silver star award for gal
Second Lieutenant Harry W. j overseas since 1944, 36 of which age were of immeasurable aid in Bazaar will be held April 18 at the
Lion Archie Bailey gave a report
lantry in action was awarded to
the success achieved by the com
on the Lions’ Industry Committee
_ , ...
„ ,,
, _ . . , , Graves, 29. son of M. S. Graves, were on occupation duty in Japan.
Opera
House.
The
rummage
sale
Cpl. John Mattson of Friendship 27 Gay street, Rockiand, recently ! He u entitled to wear the silver pany. First Lieutenant Mills’ he
which met last Sunday. The com
in a ceremony at Cushing VA hos-| arrived for duty at this airlift
will be from 1 a. m. to 6 p. m. The
mittee voted to work along with
Star, Bronze Star with two Oak roic actions and outstanding devo
pital recently. Mattson, who was in southern Japan. He is assigned
auction will be from 7 to 8.30. Game the industry oommittee of the
Ribbon, Leaf Clusters, Korean Ser tion to duty were in keeping with
serving with Co. G, 5th Cavalry to the base flight section of the
party and entertainment will be
vice Ribbon with five Battle Stars, the highest traditions of the Uni
Chamber of Commerce.
Regiment, 1st Cavalry Division, on
held from 8.30 to 10. Refreshments
6122nd Air Base Wing. The Wing s j European Ribbon with four Bat- ted States Naval Service.”
• * * *
Nov. 28. 1950, near Samso-ri, Korea, big C-54 Skymaster and C119 Fly- ! tje stars, Japanese Occupation
will be served.
TENANT’S HARBOR
went into action as his battalion ing Boxcars daily airlift hundreds 1 Ribbon, Victory Medal, American
Marine Colonel Herman Nicker
Bill Brown was the speaker Tues
was stopped by an enemy’ roadTenant
’s ilartwr Baptist Church
son,
son
of
Mrs.
Emma
Nickerson.
day
’
night
at
the
Parish
House.
Bill
,. .
, .
°f 10115 of vital cargo to United I jyefense Good Conduct Medal,
block enroute to the town of Sunv.-,r»5 rjravec
.
, _
A social was held at the church
Tn
nf ,h„ Hfafinn NatlOnS
°P
K°
_
Combat Infantry Badge With Star, Lincolnville was recently awarded is head of the Industry Committee
chon. In the words of the citation who arrived in the Far East last
American
Presidential
Citation the Legion of Merit in an informal of the Camden-Rockport Chamber Tuesday night sponsored by the
"The battalion was immediately February, is a graduate of Mon
w’ith Oak Leaf Cluster, United ceremony, for services set forth in of Commerce Bill told us of the Sunday School. About 60 young
deployed for contact with the tana State College, Bozeman, Mont.
work he and his committee are people attended.
Nation Ribbon and the South the following citation.
enemy. When Co. G, was commit His wife, Della, and children, Judy
“For exceptionally meritorious doing.
Sunday services will be as fol
Korean Presidential Citation. Capt.
ted to the attach, they were pinned Ann, 6. and Kathy Sue, 4, reside at
The committee's purpose is three lows: at the 10.30 morning service
Wilson graduated from Infantry conduct in the performance of
down by extreme heavy and 9227 S E. Harold, Portland, Ore.
O. C. S. at Fort Benning, Ga.. in outstanding service to the Govern fold: To try and attract industries the pastor will speak on the sub
accurate enemy fire
Corporal
Jan. 1943 and remained on active I ment of the United States while to locate in Camden; to encourage ject ’ The Light Shmeth .” Special
Mattson, realizing the seriousness
George Swears, formerly
of
8
'
.,
duty
Oct. 1945. He then ac- serving as commanding officer of and help our present industries. music by the choir, 11.40 Sunday
of the situation, single handedly Vinalhaven, was discharged by the cepteduntil
School, 6 p. m. the Young People's
an appointment in the a Marine infantry regiment during
charged up a hill under immense Navy March 13 at San Diego, O R. C„ which he has held until operations in Korea from April 12
Meeting; 7 p. m. the pastor will
few
days.
He
returned
to
Fort
Han

enemy fire His courageous and California. For the past year he
give the third in a series of ser
his recall to active duty on Feb.
June 21 1951 during the defens- cock, N. J. on Friday.
fearless actions so startled the has served on the USS Ajax AR-6 ji 26, 1952. He has been in the Army I ive operation in the Hwachonmons on ’’The Company Around
♦* ♦ ♦
enemy that they immediately fell in Japanese and Korean
irean waters.
enlisted man since Aprii 1947, j Chunchon vicinity followed by the
Lewis G. Coltart F. N , who has the Cross.” The subject for Sun
back long enough to allow his He has returned to his home at
: during which time he, spent 36 offensive drive along the Hong- been attached to the USS Philip day night being “The Fickle Mob.”
platoon to occupy the hill, which New Britain, Conn.
months in Japan and 'll months =hon Yanggu axis, Colonel Nicker- on patrol duty at Formosa for the Prayer Meeting will be held at 7
** * •
was a vital position. Through his
I in Korea, being among the first of son discharged his responsibilities past two years, has been spending Wednesday 4evening.
valorous act and extreme fearlessSFC Ralph L. Wilson,
° the American troops to arrive with initiative, skill and aggress- a 20-day furlough with his parents.
Holy Week services are being
ness, his comrades were spurred Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wilson of
there. Capt. Wilson graduated from iveness. His regiment, upon num- Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Coltart, planned for April 7-11. The ser
St. George High School in 1933.
j er°us occasions, bore the brunt of Florence street. He motored to vices will be held in the different
• • • •
eneimy offensive action and he, with Portland Thursday by his parents churches each night with a differ
NOTICE
Marine First Lieutenant Neil B complete disregard for his own per- where he left by plane for San ent speaker. A Sunrise Service will
The bond ordinance published herewith has been finally
Mllls, son of Mr. and Mrs John B. j sonal safety, so skillfully employed Francisco and will then go to be held Easter morning at a place
passed and the twenty-day period of limitation within which a
to be announced at a later date.
Mills, of Waldoboro, was recently his regiment that the determined Pearl Harbor to rejoin his ship.
suit, action or proceeding questioning the validity of such or
•V w «
awarded the Bronze Star Medal and co-ordinated enemy attacks,
dinance can be commenced as provided in the city charter has
Sgt. Wayne Drinkwater left
which occurred from April 22 to
begun to run from the date of the first publication of this
The citation reads as follows:
,o»n>
notice.
"For heroic achievement in con May 21. 1951, were repelled. During Thursday for Lackland Air Force j
GERALD U. MARGESON,
nection with operations against the the offensive of May 22 to June. Base. San Antonio, Texas after
City Clerk.
enemy while serving with a Marine 1951, while his regiment W’as making spending a 15 day furlough with
AN ORDINANCE TO APPROPRIATE A Sl'M NOT TO EX
CEED $45,000 AND TO ISSUE BONDS NOT EXCEEDING
infantry company in Korea on the main effort of the Division, his wife and parents Mr. and Mrs. J
THAT AMOUNT TO PAY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
March 24, 1951. Serving as com- I Colonel Nickerson, by his inspiring Leland Drinkwater. Warren street
SEWERS ON PLEASANT STREET, LAWN AVENUE AND GAY
mander of a rifle platoon, First I leadership and skillful tactical em- ! He was motored as far as Boston j
STREET
There is hereby appropriated a sum of money not to exceed
Lieutenant Mills displayed great j ployment of his regiment over ex- i by his wife, his mother and his '
Forty Five Thousand Dollars ($45,000,001 to pay for the con
personal courage and professional tremely difficult terrain, advanced ! wife's mother Mrs. Maurice Oliver I
struction of sewers on Pleasant Street and on Lawn Avenue
skill
in the development of his pla his regiment well forward of the of Bath.
With extension to Gay Street.
toon
in the attack of a heavily general attack, inflicting heavy i
To finance this project the City Council hereby authorizes
the incurring of indebtedness by the issuance of bonds not to
fortified enemy position. Although casualties on the enemy and con
exceed Forty Five Thousand Dollars in accordance with Article
exposed to intense and accurate tributing materially to the success
VII of the City Charter, and Frederick D. Farnsworth, Director
enemy fire, he, with complete dis achieved by the Division. Colonel
of Finance js hereby authorized to execute and issue said bonds
regard for his personal safety, led Nickerson’s skilled service and ex
and to negotiate for their sale.
The estimated cost of this project is not more than Forty
his platoon over open ground in a emplary conduct throughout this
Five Thousand Dollars and the period of usefulness is deter
vicious assault, dri”'ng the enemy period were in keeping with the
mined to be from fifty to one hundred years.
from his position in complete rout highest traditions of the United
A determination of the net debt of the City is herewith set
★ YOU GET personal attention.
States Naval Service.”
forth and the Council hereby declares that the bonds authorized
ffepoy
CASH YOU GET
★ YOU GET prompt service.
•• • •
by this ordinance will be within the debt limit prescribed by
Monthly
★
YOU
GET
a
payment
date
to
$400
$600
the Constitution of the State of Maine.
James R. Bartlett, who has en
fit your payday.
STATEMENT OF NET DEBT — NOVEMBER 20, 1951
listed
in,
the
Navy,
left
for
Bain

15
Mos.
$46.70
$31.13
It’s “yes” to 4 out of 5 em
$8,952,130A0
Assessed Valuation
ployed men, women at PcaAonal
18 Mos.
447,606.50
26.68
40.02
Constitutional Debt Limit
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS bridge, Maryland on Wednesday. I
Come in, write, or phone today!
His address is Co. 237, Bt. 22, Reg. '
271,500.00
Bends and Notes Outstanding
Abov« paymenh cover everything!
Loons of other amounts, or for other
Lest Funds on deposit for
2, Recruit Training Command,.
Loons $1000 ond less
periods, are in proportion.
(Me.-A|
payment of bonds due but
U.
S.
N.
T.
C.
7,200M
not presented
•• • •
"THf COMPANY! ' THAT tfffff TO SAY Tff*

Lions At Camden

what you

with

WE WILL BUY

sewer bond issue
NET DEBT
Within Debt Limit

MILLER’S
GARAGE

$264,300.00
45,000.00

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

309,300.00
lTTTTftt
GEBALD C. MARGESON,

dtyob

THE POT IS BOILING

ANCIENT TOY HORSE RESTORED

S8-81 RANKIN SI.,
BOCKLAND

Lt. Kenneth A. Chatto, U. S A.1
i who has been attending Radar I
Scnool at Fort Buss, Texas, the
past four weeks, has been visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
A. Chat:

i

SYSTEM

FINANCE CO.

Of MAINE
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.) 3S4 MAIN »I„ ROCKLANO
Hm.: 1133 • Phillip Campb.ll, YES MANogw
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
1Is rnUmb it all isrtMSdlsf ti

(By Bob Mayo)
The Little League pot is boiling
busily hereabouts but as yet no
definite decision has been made as
to the kind of league or it’s size
There appear to be two schools of
thought on the subject; one feels
that a regular Little League could
be started and should be—the other
that a so-called sweat shirt league
would be advisable at first so that
some idea of the response of par
ents and players could be ascer
tained before going all out on the
project another year.
Both groups seem agreed that a
field of Little League dimensions
must be laid out for this year in
any event, so whichever faction
has it’s way, there will be a very
considerable advance. The cost of
getting into regular Little League
competition is naw set at around
$1,500 which includes the field and
full equipment
plus insurance.
Both sides say that the cost is no
consideration—that they just want
to make sure there is enough inter
est to justify the expenditure.
The idea has been advanced that
both Little and Sweatshirt Leagues
could well be established with the
latter taking in those boys in the
13-16 year group, thus taking up
the slack in teen-age competition.
There seems to be some difference
of opinion as to how many boys
would be interested; the faction
which favors all out participation
in the Little League feels that
enough boys for six teams or more
will be available, while the more
moderate advocates of the sweat
shirt circuit claim that there might
not be enough players for even four.
Dave Buchanan, Rockland Rec
reational Director, plans a meeting
for all those interested soon with
movies, speakers, etc., so that some
idea of the actual interest ln the
project may be known One of the
service clubs is said to be prepared
to back a four team league of either
the Little league brand or the
sweatshirt variety. Their decision
on the matter will be known next
week.
• • « •

Saturday Shorts—Mike DiRenzo
says he has no application in at
Edward Little
High School—a
source from deep inside the Rock
et organization reports that the
following players will wear Rocket
regalia come Summer: Bun Thomp
son, Al Barlow, Freddy LaCrosse,
Tut Whittier, Dick Staples. Floyd
Johnson, Bobby Gardner, Bob Teel,
Billy Holden Bo Miller and Henry
Judecki; which is a pretty strong
outfit.
Don Bowman will be back accord
ing to a Waldoboro source and
may manage the team. With John
ny Dana and Billy Holden back too,
it would seem that the quality of
baseball should improve over last
year—Elsie Andrews and Judy Gray
are two other athletes who have it
in the brain department; they
topped the Rockport graduating
class in the above order—echos of
basketball; the best game I saw
all season was the Morse-Rockland
one here, the worst was the play
off between Union and Rockport.
Both teams showed the effects of
a long layoff—and Rockport isn’t
going to let Union get ahead of
them in the gym department clt'her; they voted one at the recent
town meeting.
Both Waldoboro and Rockland
were after Jim Mayo to play before
he decided to cast his lot with the
Clippers again—the stork is due to
visit two Clipper families this
Summer, the Johnny Danas and

Shorts

the Russ Kelleys are expecting calls
—Frankie Shields of Thomaston,
recent grad of the Bill McGowan
umpiring school, will seek a Twi
league umpire's berth.
The Rockland Baseball Associa
tion will meet Wednesday night at
7.30 in the Community Building
tower room. All players, directors
and others interested are urged to
attend—Freddy LaCrosse had a
chance to join the House of David
ball team right after he got out of
the Army—both Johnny Dana and
Billy Holden are expected home
from the wars around the middle
of April.
•• • •
Only Yesterday; in the Spring of
1928 Jim Flanagan pitched and won
five games in 11 days for the Rock
land High baseball team, a feat
that has probably never been sur
passed by any High School pitcher
and seldom, if ever, equalled—
Cleveland and the Giants will meet
in the World Series next October.
• • • 0

Larry Hobbs of Camden posted a
bowling average of 101 to lead his
mates to their first championship
ln the Eastern Maine bowling
league this season. He wound up
third high in the circuit which in
cludes teams from Old Town,
Skowhegan and Bangor.

UNION
Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
Womans Community Club has
cancelled their April 25 meeting
due to program planned not avail
able
Mrs. Mary Wallace visited in
WaldoboVo a few days this past
week.
Pioneer Grange of East Union
entertains Acorn, Cushing Tuesday
evening, also Evening Star Wash
ington will be guests. Acorn ladies
degree team will confer Third and
Fourth Degrees on class of candi
dates.
Seniors of Union High who
planned to present their play "A
Pair of Country ,Kids” have post
poned their presentation. An error
was made in announcing the date
for April 25.
Ladies Night Observance

Seven Tice Grange holds regu
lar meeting Wednesday March 26,
with ladies night observance. All
chairs will be filled by ladies and
the Third Degree will be exempli
fied. Program and refreshments.
Village Improvement

John Creighton, owner of form
er Congregational Church building
has a crew removing the front and
belfry, the weather vane and old
land mark has been replaced on
the building. New windows have
been installed and building painted
making a great improvement to the
village.
AN EDUCATED MAN

He keeps his mind open on every
question until the evidence is all in
He always listens to the man who
knows
He cross-examines his day
dreams..
He never laughs at new ideas.
He knows his strong point and
plays it up.
He knows the value of good habits
and how to form them.
He knows when to think, and
when to call in the expert to think
for him.
He lives the forward-looking, out
ward-looking life.
He cultivates a love of the beau
tiful.
He cherishes a love of God.
—The Preacher's Magazine.

ORDINANCE NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the following Ordinance had its
first reading at a special meeting of the City Council held
November 28, 1951, and hearing thereon will be held in the City
Council Room on December 10, 1951 at 7.30 P. M.
AN ORDINANCE TO APPROPRIATE A SUM NOT TO EX
CEED $45,000 AND TO ISSUE BONDS NOT EXCEEDING
THAT AMOUNT TO PAY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
SEWERS ON PLEASANT STREET, LAWN AVENUE AND GAY-

STREET
The Council of the City of Rockland hereby ordains;
There is hereby appropriated a sum of money not to exceed
Forty Five Thousand Dollars ($45,006,001 to pay for the con
struction of sewers on Pleasant Street and on' Lawn Avenue
With extension to Gay Street.
To finance this project the City Council hereby authorizes
the incurring of indebtedness by the issuance of bonds not to
exceed Forty Five Thousand Dollars in accordance with Article
VII of the City Charter, and Frederick D. Farnsworth, Director
of Finance is hereby authorized to execute and issue said bonds
and to negotiate for their sale.
The estimated cost of this project is not more than Forty
Five Thousand Dollars and the period of usefulness is deter
mined to be from fifty to one hundred years.
A determination of the net debt of the City is herewith set
forth and the Council hereby declares that the bonds authorized
by this ordinance will be within the debt limit prescribed by
the Constitution of the State of Maine.
STATEMENT OF NET DEBT — NOVEMBER 20, 1951
Assessed Valuation
$8,952,130.00
Constitutional Debt Limit
447,606.50
Bonds and Notes Outstanding
271,500.00
Less Funds on heposit for
payment of bonds due but
not presented
7,200.00

Proposed sewer bond issue

NET DEBT
Within Debt Limit

$264,300.00
45.000.00

309,300.00
13830650
GEBALD U. MARGESON,
Cfty Clerk.
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THE TOWN

Mrs Pauline Bartlett has rei turned home from Boston where
March 22—Cavalcade of Scouting, I she spent several days in the irrterCommunity Building.
, est of the Children's Specialty
March 27-28 — Republican State J Shop.
Convention in Bangor.
Marcn zit—Ken MacKenzie Show at
A car operated by Norman Mar
Community Building, Auspices
South End P T A.
tin of Tenant’s Harbor skidded on
March 29 At Warren. Finnish- : a patch of ice on the ThomastonAmerican Dance auspices Warren ' St George road Thursday morning
P. T. A
March 31—Thomaston Town Meet j and hit posts holding up the can, opy of an abandoned garage. The
ing.
March 31-April 3—47th Annual ! canopy collapsed on the front end
Farm and Home Week, at the ' of the car, which was considerably
University of Maine.
April 1—Rebekahs meet at I O OF. damaged but Martin escaped injury.
J The structure is known as the
HaU. 7.30 p. m
April 2—Lafayette Auxiliary, Pa- Wayside Garage, but has not been in
triarchs Militant meet at I. C. I use for years. It is owned by
O. F Hall 6.30 p. m
Hannes Lenke of Thomaston.
April 3—Theta Rho Girls' Club InstaUation IOOF. hall.
Postmaster Connellan released
April 3—Emblem Club meets at Elks
Home at 8 p. m.
the news today that starting March
April 3-4—Lions Club Minstrel Show 22 the 10% tax added to the 2c
at Warren.
April 4—W.C.TU Institute in the postcards would be discontinued.
First Baptist Church vestry.
April 4—Methebesec Annual Ban
Rockland Police investigated a
quet at Hotel Rockland
property damage accident at the
April 4—Girl Scout Association corner of Limerock and Union
Council Special Meeting, Girl
streets late Thursday afternoon. A
Sccut Room
April 4—Tyler P T A. Fair at sedan driven by Harland Hurd, 1
North street Rookland was proceed
Ty ler School.
April 13—Easter Sunday
ing North on Union when it was in
April 18—Evelyn's All-girl Revue at collision with one driven by Claron
Legion Home.
C. Shaw, 154 North Main street,
April 18—Liens' Charity Bazaar in
Roekland, w-hich was going East
Camden.
down Limerock. Damage wadset at
April 19—Patriots’ DayApril 30—Film Council meets at $75 to the Hurd car and $225 to
Farnsworth Museum.
Shaw s
May 1—Big Band Jamboree at
Community Building.
The caucus for Knox CountyMay 11—Mother’s DayMay- 17 — Eastern Maine Music delegates at the Republican State
Festival at University of Maine. Convention will be held in the CityMay 23—Annual Girl Scout Awards, Council Chambers in Bangor City
Community Building.
Hall on Thuiauay, March 27, at
May 29—Musical Minstrels at Le
5.30 p. m , according to Carl Stil
gion Home.
June 13-15—Annual Encampment phen.
of V.F.W. in Rockland.
Many- unemployed workers filing
June 14—Flag Day
June 15—Father's Dayclaims for unemployment insurance,
June 22—State of Maine Day at under a new benefit year starting
Braves Field, Boston.
on April 1, have filed both the Ori
July 3, 4. and 5—Thomaston's “In
ginal and the Employes' copy of the
dependence Day” celebration.
W-2 Form with their claim. L. C.
July 4—Independence Day
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster Si Sea Fortier, chairman of the Maine
foods Festival.
Employment Security Commission
Aug. 18-23—Union Fair.
wishes to emphasize the fact that
"Up On Oid Smokey" an oper claimants should present only the
etta by South School students, wiil Employes copy of the W-2 when
be staged at the Monday evening they file their first claim. The
meeting of the Kiwanis Club original copy of the W-2 Form
through the efforts of Casper Ciar- must be filed with Federal Income
avino, club member and principal Tax returns. The Collector of In
ternal Revenue in Maine has ad
of the school.
vised that he is receiving Tax re
Recruiting for the Coast Guard turns with no copy of the W-2 at
Reserve unit will continue locally tached as required by law and,
with headquarters at the Coast upon investigation, it has been reGuard Base at the foot of Tillson ' vealed that, through * misunderAvenue. Some 25 men have now ' standing, many unemployed work
signed up for the unit with sev ers have presented fhe Original as
eral having completed their ex well as the Employes’ copy with
aminations and enlistments
their claim for unemployment bene
fits.
Captain Kurt Carlson, famed
CARD OF THANKS
skipper of the ill-fated Flying En
To all those w-ho participated in
terprise, was an overnight visitor
any way in helping me during my
in Camden Wednesday. He was in recent internship at Kr.ox Coun
conference with William Peter ty General Hospital, also to all
son, Camden Shipbuilding Com those who visited me, -ent cards,
pany president, but the latter said letters and presents, may I express
my sincere gTatitude.
Friday there was “no announce
Sydney H. Davis, Port Clyde.
ment to be made at this time.”
Rockland, March 19, 1952. 36-lt

Coming Events

IN MEMORIAM
The public supper in G.A.R. Hall,
1939-1952
sponsored by Edwin Libby Relief
Time may heal the broken-hearted.
Corps, will be cancelled Saturday- Years may make the wound less
night, due to sickness among the
sore;
workers
36-lt But it cannot fill the longing
For the loved one gone before.
OPB
cardboard signs now Who shall say the grief is lessened,
Though the smile may hide the
available at The Courier-Gazette
tears;
office—.'our for 50 cents Get them Memories keep the wound still open,
In the front office
76tf Despite the passing years
God gave us strength to bear it,
Courage to fight the blow
What it meant to lose you,
No one will ever know.
Lovingly remembered by
36’lt
The Family

That Generations

444 Main Street

Rocklaod, Ma.

to Come may

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

jjW’

Remember

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
1-tf

,J3

,,1 &

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

Ambulance Service
n

Sagamore 4-H Club of Hope met
at the home of the leader, Mrs.
Bernice Robbins Wednesday night
and held a judging contest in
Woodworking
Stanley Hunt placed the articles
correctly and won the green and
white judging ribbon.
After the Judging Contest the
boys worked on electric lighting
cards and fixtures.
Simonton's Corner

Robert Umberger, farm forester,
attended the meeting of the Ayr
shire Dairy Club Wednesday night
at the home of the leader, Cecil
Annis.
4-H forestry projects were dis
cussed and plans made for these
projects in the club.
Washington

Busy Bees of Washington took
up the new 4-H clothing programs
at their meeting Saturday held at
the home of Mrs Ruth Greenlaw.
Mrs. Rosa Hutchins, leader, an
nounced a meeting today with Mrs.
Helen Ware on rural health prob
lems.
A birthday cake and gift were
presented to Mary Ann Hutchins,
Laura Greenlaw and Ormajean
Belcher.
Tenant's Harbor

Thursday, March 27, at 3 p. m,
a 4-H meeting is being held in the
English room at the high school
in Tenant’s Harbor.
Mrs. Marjorie Cook and Mrs.
Olivia Frantz are planing to or
ganize Senior and Junior groups.
Friendship

Sunshine Workers of Friendship
are meeting Monday night at the
home of the leader, Mrs. Marie
Lash.
Members are bringing materials
to cut out garments and articles in
clothing.
Food preparation and freezing
will also be taken up by Club
Agent, Loana S. Shibles.
Thomaston

Cheerful Homemakers are holding
a table setting judging contest for
foods members and also a clothing
contest at the home of the leader,
Mrs. Eleanor Clark, on Wednesday
after school.

Right Denied

(Continued from Page One)
THORNDIKEVILLE
sence from church, by their indif
C. C. Childs has returned to work ference to church affiliation and
in the State Liquor Store in Rock
membership, their failure to bring
land.
their children up in Christian
Alfred Luce is employed by Frank
homes, by their failure to practice
Burgess in Union.
brotherhood, we find ourselves
Mvrven Merrill accompanied Wil forced to admit that we are in a
liam Mickkalo of Union on a busi majority of cases, pagan in belief
ness trip to Augusta Saturday.
and practice. If we were not, then
Lester Merrill and Mrs. Albert this case of discrimination could
Brown of Thomaston were in Togus not have happened.
Sunday to visit Albert Brown, who
Our church members and those
is a patient at the Veterans’ Hos affiliated with our churches are
pital.
not free of this charge to a degree
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Childs and To the degree that we have Not
Mrs. Harry Pushaw were in Water practiced our professed faith and
ville
Thursday.
Mrs.
Larkin have failed to strive for the com
Thorndike of South Hope, accom mon welfare of our fellowmen, we
panied them as far as Cooper’s have been guilty of allowing such
Mills, where she visited her mother discrimination to continue.
True, we may have felt that as
Mrs. Annie Webster at Wilson's
’ individuals we could do nothing
Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis of about it. But as Christians we have
Port Clyde were guests of Mr. and taken our vows to do something
about it. As Christians we are a
Mrs Lester Merrill Sunday.
part of a great fellowship which
BORN
Can do something. However, noth
Nash—At Camden Community ing will happen unless Each of us
Hospital, ----- , to Mr. and Mrs. takes action in his own life to live
George Nash, a daughter—Rebecca as Christ lived. Let us start now
Sue.
to tell people where we stand con
For social items ln The Courier- cerning the injustices in our own
Gazette, Phone 1044. City
tl land. Let us tell our representa
tives in State and Federal legisla
Newspapers, unprinted, are avail tures what we want them to do and
able at The Courier-Gazette at see to it that they do it.
small cost and are useful for a
We claim we have the best way
number of household chores; might of life in the world—I remind you
also use them for figuring your in that we Could have the best way
come tax!
1*50 of life in the world If we live up to
our obligations as citizens of God's
Kingdom And as citizens of the
ret av ed
\ X
United States. Constitutional Law
?
i
is being disregarded whenever we
practice discrimination against mi
\orvice
norities or color groups.
Moral Law and God's Will are
being disregarded when we do so.
No nation can long endure which
fails to consider and keep God's
Law and which ignores its own
laws for the welfare of its people.
Think it over and then Act.
22
S’ . T$9'»AlbV PASCAL AVE
rii l<)i
. a b
| rik 2®*s
Rev. John A. Baxter, Pastor
T O“ASTON
BOCKkANO
AOCKPOAT
People's Methodist Church, Union
ti

Im

choosing a family monu
ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee tt
you, your heirs, or your descendin'

Chester Brooks
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.

Commander-elect William Bod
man of VFW Post 2499 announces
that the duties of Post Service Of
ficer Milton Lawry has been ex
tended to assist Korean Veterans,
and their widows and dependents in
any claims they might have with
the Veterans’ Administration. Com
mander - elect William Bodman
stated that Korean Veterans are
eligible to receive most of the
benefits available to World War 1
and II Veterans and include pen
sion, compensation, hospitalization
and amputqc-automobiles benefits.
Widows and parents of deceased
Korean Veterans are also entitled
to the same benefits as granted to
dependents of Veterans of other
wars. With the return of over 3000
Korean Veterans to Maine ,ome of
them seriously disabled, Comman
der-elect William Bodman said it
marked the 53d year of the found
ing of the VFW and its rehabilita
tion program to veterans of all
wars.

WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98
TEL 2151

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf
< look for tM( M«l en yo*

Roca of Ages monument or

Marker It identMet

o»

Rock

properties in Colorado were
Costumed Chefs, Waiters Serve Italian Supper mining
bought and their interest was so

Senior and Junior Groups To
Organize At Tenant’s
Harbor Wednesday

h

ii

BURPEE
Funeral Home

MRS. JOHN A. JOHNSON
In the death March 5 of Mrs.
John Johnson. Rockland lost a well
known citizen of an earlier day
who had been a resident of Ocean
Beach, Calif, for the past 48 years
Mrs. Johnson was born May 23,
1872 as Orace Augusta Flanders,
daughter of the late Albert Augus
tus Flanders and Mrs. Mary
(Knowlton) Flanders. The family
resided on Main street and Cam
den street and the deceased will be
remembered by the older genera
tion. She was married to Mr. John
son in 1900 and four years later
they moved to Ocean Beach where
they had since resided and where
interment was made.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by a
brother Waiter Flanders and three
nephews to whom she was very
close, Clarence Flanders and Mrs.
Helen Tripp and Mrs. Annie Tripp.

Doings

DflVISFUNERflLHOMfS

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf
5

Everett Harriman. 33, 5 Pine
street, Thomaston was sentenced to
serve six montlis in the County Jail
by Recorder Alfred Strout at
Thursday's session of Municipal
Court. He was arraigned on a
charge of breaking, entering and
larceny at the Puritan Market on
Main street in Thomaston Tuesday
night and stealing foodstuffs val
ued at about $10.
He was sentenced for simple lar
ceny with the breaking and enter
ing being nol-pro6sed.

4-H
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MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS

Cooks in abundance—and the broth wasn't spoiled. Rigged in,chef’s costumes and made up as Italians
by Joe Emery, Kola club committee members sample the makings of an Italian dinner in the Methodist
kitchen Thursday evening. Left to right, the “chefs" are: Rev. Merle Conant. A’ernon Studley, Dante
Pavone. Charles Jillson, Mrs. Jillson, Mrs. Studley and Mrs. Conant.

A super-supper and program was
put on for the Kola Klulb and
guests in the Methodist vestry
Thursday evening. Proving that
one can excel in more than one
field, choir director Dar.te Pavone
cooked an authentic Italian sup
per which was enjoyed to the last
notch in their belts. The com
mittee. Rev. and Mrs. Merle Conant.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jillson, and
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Studley, were

very successful in creating an
Italian restaurant atmosphere with
crepe paper streamers, balloons and
drippy candles in the Italian colors
of green, red and yellow. The men
were made up and dre-sed as Italian
chefs with very fine moustaches,
though one was seen removing his
moustache to eat his dessert. The
ladies wore red kerchiefs, bright
aprons and Jewelry. Mr. Pavone
and Armano Beaulieu put on a very

FROM MEMORY'S REALM

Tops in

jKZMMs*

FllELKlDf

IWITH OUR (
OIL DO '

„

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NO W
And Pay as Little as

inc*i r«.i

PHONE THOMASTON 175

I want
APTW DOWN PATMINT

©MARITIMEW OIL COMPANY
DEGREE-DAY.A-t&cKJuZl—

Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston

114 PARK ft. ROCKLAND

Manufacturing Plant, East Union

18-S-tf

John Clifford of New Hampshire,
March 29 1821

Benjamin Franklin Smith spent
his early youth on the farm, where
Telling Again the Story Of the Smiths Of he worked hard acquired a rugged
constitution, and nis elementary
GLEN COVE
Warrenton, Who Became Maine's
Mrs. Richard Freeman attended
education ln the schools of his native town particularly in the Win- the housewarming at the new home
Richest Family
ter schools and the evening ses- of Mrs. Calvin Sherman Monday
slons which were common in all in South Thomaston.
school districts in those days.
Miss Nancy Gregory, student at
At that time was begun a sincere Gordon College, is spending a
(By Frank A. Winslow)
and lasting friendship between the week's vacation with her parents,
The death of Benjamin Franklin shores of America to gain undying brothers that lasted throughout Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory,
Smith in 1927 again brought to life fame.
their school as well as business
The PTA will meet Monday night
According to the old church rec- career, and after teaching school 1 at the high school with Glen Cove
the romantic story of a famous
Maine family whose aggregate for ords of Berwick, Maine, James for one Winter in 1850, he in asso- furnishing the refreshments. The
wiU have a booth at the Wontunes were expressed as multi- Smith of Bristol, England, married ciation with h“ th?* brothers en"
Martha Wells of Exeter and they tered the Picture P“b^hing busi- derland Carnival, Cecile Moore,
millions.
Tlie generation of today is fa came to America in 1668. settling ' ne“ w;th Ht^aphic prints of the Helen M. Gregory, Virginia Condon
and Ruth Barrows representing
miliar with the beauty of Warren in Berwick, which was at that. . Presidents of the United States.
Meantime Francis Smith had Glen Cove.
ton Park but has little knowledge time a wilderness and they became
and secured an
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw
of the remarkable family which pioneers in the upbuilding of that, £one
°__ to Worcester
____
made it their habitat for so many place. Their second son, John Smith agency from a publishing house were guests Sunday of their son
years.
who was the father of Joshua there to sell their publications. As and daughter-in-law of Thomas
The Courier-Gazette of 1927 thus Smith who was the parent of Ste the business grew they went into ton. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Winca
tells the story:
phen Smith, born in Berwick in the steel engraving end and decid paw and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Benjamin Franklin Smith of i 1751, died :n South Freedom 1836. ed upon Newburgh and Brooklyn, Wincapaw of Warren joined in the
Warrenton, Park, who would have His son George Smith, born at No- where George Smith began can party celebrating his 83rd birthday.
been 97 years old on the second day bleboro. 1791, died in Rockland, Me., vassing for subscriptions and this
Alconollcs
Anonymous.
Men’s
of next month died Monday after 1875. His wife Mehitable Clifford was the beginning of the Smith
Groups. Women’s Groups. Box 711,
Brothers'
15
years
of
work
in
pub

noon at the home of his daughter, Smith, was born in Candia. N. H,
Rockland.
8-tf
Mrs. J. M Baldridge, Common 1793 and died in Rockland 1893. lishing views of the principal cit
ies
in
the
United
States
and
Hav

wealth avenue, Boston. Mr. Smith They were the parents of Aurelia
went to Massachusetts early in the Smith, who was born Marcn 26, ana, Cuba.
Several cities in the United States
Fall as was his custom, and on 1822 and was married to Gorham
KEN MacKENZIE
Christmas Eve suffered a paralytic Clough April 21, 1845. She died had been previously canvassed by
the brothers with great success un
shock. He continued to fail gradu Nov. 4, 1907.
VARIETY
SHOW
til the panic of 1857. The steel en
ally, but still giving evidence of the
Francie Smith, born Aug. 16,
gravings
were
views
of
the
cities
ROCKLAND
remarkable
constitution
which 1823 was married to Harriet Parmmade him on the verge of the cen- ;ee, March 2, 1852. She died Jan. of Boston, New York and other
COMMUNITY BLDG.
places of interest and were the very
tury mark as active mentally and 28, 1908.
March 28—8 P. M.
physically as most men are at 70. I George Warren Smith, bom, Oct. highest class work obtainable in
Auspices South End P. T. A,
The funeral services were held i 2, 1825 died Dec 31, 1922. David those years.
In 1855 Benjamin Smith went to
Adults 75c - Children 35c
in Boston and the remains were Clifford Smith born Aug. 28. 1827,
36&38
placed in the receiving tomb to died Sept. 7. 1911. Benjamin Frank- London, England at the time James
awiait final interment in Achorn j lin Smith born, April 5, 1830, was Buchanan was the American Min
ister. Later he went to Paris and I
cemetery.
married to Henrietta M. Shaw,;
The romantic history of the fa- ; Dec. 15, 1862 Nancy Cordelia Smith visited many European points, dur- j
mous Smith family, as written a was born Nov. 15, 1833, and was ing which time he met many fa- i
few years ago by Benjamin F. married to Alfred Murray, 1878. mous Europeans.
In 1858 the gold excitement in'
Smith, last survivor of the four She died May 29, 1923.
the Far West was at its height, and '
brothers, was at that time pub
The above is a brief outline of the
lished by The Courier-Gazette in genealogy of the Smith family of Francis Smith went to Omalia and
started a small banking business. s
full and proved to all who read it Maine.
And that was the foundation of the :
that old Adage—“Truth is strang
Benjamin Franklin Smith capi great Smith interests in that city. |
er than Fiction."
talist, executive head of the Smith
Feb. 13, I860. Benjamin Smith!
The history of industry, finance, Brother's interests of the State of
House-Sherman, Inc.
commerce, civic welfare, states Maine, was born In South Free started from Omaha with a train j
of
five
freight
wagons
loaded
with
1
manship, philanthrophy and educa dom, April 5, 1830, son of George
ROCKLAND, ME.
tion in the United States is embel Smith, who served in the War of merchandise to sell to the miners.; 442 MAIN ST,
TEL. 7?1
In
association
with
his
brother
'
lished with the name of Smith, a 1812, between England and the
51-S-tf
Francis, shortly thereafter several
name that has been reversed and'United States in a volunteer regirespected throughout the country ment of U. S. Infantry.
since the time of Captain John
After the war, in the Spring of
Smith, who was the flrst of the 1814, he went to Ohio by wagon
name to settle on the hospitable journey which was in those days
WHERE FOLKS FROM MAINE ARE
a dangerous undertaking. Upon
arrival in Columbus helped clear
MADE TO FEEL AT HOME
MAKITIMC'S
the stumps out of the streets, the
city being at that time laid out. In
the Summer of 1819 he left Zanes
ville on horseback for South Free
WOT
dom and after a family consulta
^ALWAVS
tion decided to remain at home.
MILD IS
He shortly afterward married Me
'^Lspriwgtime,
hitable Clifford, a daughter of

During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

liam E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

fine entertainment during the sup
per period, Mr. Pavone singing
several Italian songs and Mr.
Beaulieu singing Mexican numbers
accompanying himself on the guitar. After supper Major Nathan
Bard showed some of his pictures
of Virginia and San Francisco,
which were very colorful and intercsting. Following community singing the Klub held its business
meeting.

large that Benjamin came East ln
1865 and turned attention for a
few years to investments in rail
road bonds with much success. The
Smith Parmlee Gold Mining Com
pany had offices on Broad street,
near the Stock Exchange.
In February,
1868. Benjamin
Smith returned to Omaha which
at that time had a population of
16.000 and went into the business
of leaning money to leading busi
ness men of Omaha who had been
hard hit during the period of de
preciation after the Civil War.
From that time on the Smith
Brothel's property interests and
real estate increased very heavily
and during the 70's contracts were
placed from several large business
buildings which helped to make
Omaha a great Middle West city.
In 1882, in association with a few
others, Benjamin Smith formed
the South Omaha Stock Yards
Company, and through his aggres
sive personality and business abil
ity he built up the second largest
stock yard and packing center in
the country. In 1883 he made large
extensions and began shipping and
buying in large quantities. These
results were accomplished only
after much opposition and many
obstacles and the refusal of many
big Chicago and Kansas City op
erators to assist him in the ven
ture.
The fame of stock yards spread
so rapidly that eventually all of
the leading packers of the country,
, including Sir Thomas Lipton, Armour & Co., Fowier Brothers, Swift
& Company and Cudahy Brothers
'•''ere glad to take advantage of the
facilities offered by Mr. Smith’s
Company, the last one to come beArmour’s. The Omaha Stock
Yards became one of the leaders in
the industry many millions having
h**" expended in aiding up the
yards to their present perfection
in handling this immense business.
(To be concluded)
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BITLER CAR «
HOME SUPPLY
470 Main SL
Rockland, Ma

TeL 177

Roles from
$3.50 Single
$5.00 Double
Circle 6-2100

Z'

J. BELLE AU

Mortage/

of

HOTEL
on BROADWAY (/AT 54th STREET
Ideal accommodations for 500 guests.

Private baths, pressure showers
and radio. Television, tool
Ajr-Ceedltleeed Cecktell
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

LAWRY
VINALHAVEN
MRS

WARREN

ALLIE LANE

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone, 40

Correspondent

Telephone 85

HERE'S BOW LITTLE IT COSTS

Advertisements lo this column not to exceed three line* Inserted
•nee for 50 centa, three times, one dollar. Additional liars 10 centa
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five email
words te a line.

Special Notice! An "blind ads” so called, L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 rents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Ne classified ads will be accepted without the rash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.

ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac

counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.

LOST AND FOUND

REAL ESTATE

MALE Dog found, black and
white body, tan and white head
Name on license F D. Pitkin. 12125th Ave., Maine 1951 license No.
69687 Inquire of IBRA METCALF,
Warren. Maine.
36'lt

FOR Sale: On Route 1. five-room
House with large glassed porch
overlooking Penobscot Bay; 20 acres
of land. Garage and barns. Price
$4800. SECURITY REAL ESTATE
CO Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117
or 8897
36-lt

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE
The excellently-located and de
sirable Sweeney Property at No. 19
Summer street is offered for $9500
This seven-room and four bath
dwelling has been newly condi
tioned. with Russco windows, new
air-conditioning oil furnace; elec
tric hot water, Insulated throughout
and basement garage. Gracefully
landscaped.
Taxed reasonably.
FRANK A. WHEELER. General In
surance. Real Estate Brokerage. 21
North Main street. Tel. 830. 36-lt

15 CEMENT Posts for sale: also
some doors and windows. R E l
COLSON. Long Cove.
36*38 j
CHROME Breakfast Set, with i
red leather chairs for sale reason
ably priced: 161 LIMEROCK ST
alter 5 p. m.
36*38
PIGS for sale. $11 each, or two |
for $21 HARVEY GURNEY. Rt 1.
Union._____________________ 36J38

WATER PUMPS for sale: New
Fairbanks-Morse with tank. $85
All types and sizes pumps in stock
Also Washing Machines, Water
Heaters, Used Water Pumps. W S
PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville
Maine. Tel. 613.__________ 3S-S-42

:

Frank Kingsbury of Sterling,
Mass., was overnight guests Wed
nesday at The Millers.
Mrs. Norman Calderwood is pass
ing several weeks with her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice MacDonald at Rockville.
Ind. Before returning home she
will visit her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Womack at Camden, Ark.
The Willing Workers of the Re
organized Church of Latter DaySaints met Wednesday afternoon
at the church. The afternoon was
pleasantly passed with sewing and
lunch was served.
Mrs. Ruth Philbrook and Mrs.
Anne Philbrook were visitors at
Rockland Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robertson
who has been spending the Win
ter with their daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Seth Hanley
at Rockland returned Tuesday to
their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Fabie Rosen, Jr.,
and son Douglas have returned
home after passing several weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick
at Rockland.
Mrs William Clayter has been
spending the week with Mr. Clay
ter at Portland.
Mrs. Edith Vinal returned Wed
nesday from Rockland where she
has been the guest of her daugh
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Gillis.
Midshipman Leonard Skoog of
the Maritime Academy at Castine
was week-end guest of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog. He was
accompanied to Portland by his
sister, Miss Patricia Skoog.
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson of Rock
land came Wednesday, called here
by the illness of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Angus Hennigar.
American Legion Meeting
The regular meeting of Woodcock
,
-Cassie-Coombs Post American Le
gion was held Wednesday night at
;
the Legion Hall. Supper was served
at 6 o’clock by the committee. Com
mander Carl
Williams, Delwin
Webster and Andrew Bennett, af
ter which the business meeting was
held and details of the Minstrel
Show, which the Post plans to pre
sent next month were discussed.

FOR SALE
Nine-room House for sale; few
miles from Rockland; new oil fur
nace; new modern bath, complete
i with shower; new linoleum on four
floors; floors newly re-finished; two
30-GALION,
automatic,
gas, fireplaces; garage attached; garden
water-heater;
practically
new spot; ideal for children. If inter
TEL. Warren 89-2.
36-38 ested write: G. R. % The CourierGazette.
29*37
EARLY Cut Fine Kay for sale.
TWO-APT House at 49 Park St
$20 a ton. R C FARRIS. Union.
Me. Tel. 36-14.
35*37 for sale, occupied at present Price
right Inquire WAIDOBORO GA
'46 FORD Tudor Sedan for sale; RAGE 118 Park Rt Tel 475
#5tf
good condition, inside and out,
good tires radio, heater $650. tel. j
Thomaston 77-22.
35-37
EGGS & CHICKS
Front Opening MILK COOLERS }
CLEMENT
CHICKS — Hardy
for sale: John Deere Tractors &
equipment. Massev - Harris Pony | "Maine-Bred" Chicks can help in
Tractors & equipment. DeLaval • crease your egg or meat profits
Milkers, Fairbanks-Morse Water j We offer Red-Rock Black Pullets,
Pumps. W. S. PILLSBURY & SON , Leghorn Red Crosses, R.I. Reds,
New Hampshires, White Rocks, and
Waterville. Maine. Tel. 613.
39-S-42 j Barred Crosses. Maine-U.S. APGIRL'S Bicvcle for sale; good ROVED PULLORUM CLEAN. Or
condition $20. TEL. 156-M. 35*37 der Clements Chicks now. Write
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS. Route
WHITE Enamel Glenwood Range 33, Winterport, Maine. (1)
for sale: combination oil and
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c
bottled gas; also Duo-Therm Cir
culating Heater. LYDIA STORER. each, every week. Pullet Chicks
14 Ocean St.____________ 35*37 sold out
for
March.
Few
Its a well-known and deplorable
1931 MODEL A Ford two-door open dates in April. Inoculated
for sale; good tires, good running j for Newcastle if desired. BYRON fact that idle gossip keeps a lot
condition; 18 I .El AND ST
35*37 MILLS, Waldoboro, Me Tel. 51-3. . of people busy.
18tf
GIRL'S size 2 Dresses, Sun Suits,
Coat and Snow Suit. Boy's size 1.
SEX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or
TO LET
and 2 Suits. Sweaters, Sr.ow Suit. straight-run Chicks for sale, from
All in very good condition. TEL . some of the best combined meat
PARTLY
- Furnished 6-room
1013-W.____________________ 34-36 ' and egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- | House with flush,
to let. near busiUS.
Approved
breeding
stock
USED Tractors and equpiment
| ness section. $10 per week, children
ivailable
in
the
East.
Can
be
In

for sale: Milkers, Coolers, Water
I welcome. Call at WILLIAM DEAN'S
Pumps. Spreaders, Plows. Complete oculated for Newcastle disease if I 97 New County Rd., after 5 p. m.
Lowest
prices.
DUTCH
desired.
Farm Equipment. W. S. PILIjS: No phone calls please.
36-lt
BURY & SON, Waterille, Me. Tel. NECK HATCERY, Melville Davis.
FIVE-Room
Unfurnished
Apt.
to
Tel.
122-23,
Waldoboro,
Me.
8tf
613.
39-S-42
let, oil furnace. TEL. 939.
35tf
CHEVROLET Sedan (1937) for
TO Let at the COPPER KETTLE,
WANTED
sale.
Fair condition, $90; 118
on or about April 1, furnished suite
THOMASTON ST.
34*36
i
large
living room, bedroom and
WANTED: Car from private
RATED Hay for sale. CHESTER party—1941 to 1949. Please state bath). Rates, permanent (I) $18
B. WOTTON. Cushing. Tel. Thom price and condition. BOX 19. 7c a week; $21 (2). Short rentals
aston 112-22.
34*36 The Courier-Gazette.
35-37
36*38 $3.50 (1); $5 (2) per day.
SELLING Out. Canaries, ready
FOUR-Room
heated
Apt.
to
let;
WANTED: To buy small 2 or
for breeding; 41 BEECHWOOD ST.,
84 Talbot Avenue. TEL. 966.
3-bedroom
House,
furnished
or
un

Thomaston.
34*36
34*36
furnished. Ocean view, near vil
SAIL Boat for sale; Cape Cod lage. describe fully. P O BOX
FURNISHED 3-room and bath
American Mercury, 15’. Good Off 172, Camden.
36*38 Apt. to let; hot and cold water,
season buy. TEL. 454-M.
34*39
lights, electric refrig., partial heat;
WOODWORKERS. Boatbuiiders. 48 South St. TEL. 824-M. 34*36
GUINEA P'.gs for sale. CLIF Carpenters wanted, with boatyard
FORD PERRY, JR., 154 Talbot experience, with tools.
APT., to let, nice condition,
Steady
Ave._______________________ 34*36 work, defense plant.
LUDERS' ' sunny, with flush and large shed.
VICTOR Radio and Record Play MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO., Will consider children. PHONE
34-36
36-38 i 2052, Camden.
er for sale. DR. RUETER. Tel. Stamford, Conn.
1233.___________
34-36
WAITRESSES wanted. THORN
FURNISHED Apt to let 3 large
100 BALES of Hay. 50c a bale. DIKE HOTEL. Apply In Person. ! rooms, flush. JOHNSON, 111 Pleas3S-37 ant St.
32tf
MASON JOHNSON. Tel 563-R
WANTED
34*36
TWO-Room and three-room fur
Still need for New York Berk nished Apts, to let. Bath, adults
shire Hills, Maids. Houseman. Gar only; 57 PACIFIC ST.
35*37
dener, Yardman, Paper-hanger; 10TWO-Room
Furnished
Apt.
to
let
season, transportation, good
MERCURY CLUB COUPE week
wages, good living conditions. Ap over baker shop, Main St. TEL.
31tf
1949
ply In Person only to MR. and 939.
MRS.
STULTZ.
Thomaston
Cafe.
CONCESSIONS
to
reliable
adults,
FOR SALE
Thomaston. No phone calls please. new. modem, priv. bath Apts., un
GOOD CONDITION
35-37 furn., 2 and 3-room Rents, to let,
ONE OWNER
fine loc., 87 N. Main St. TEL. Cam
Radio, Heater, Directional
34*36
Want Your Name On My Mailing den 2853.
Signals, Undercoated,
List. Drop Me a Card.
THREE-Room furnished Apt to
Three Spare Tires
let, first floor. Newly-decorated.
HARVEY L. GURNEY
CALL 1137
Apply 12 WARREN ST.
35-37
Trained Auctioneer
9.06 to 5.00
TWO-Room Furnished, Heated
32-tf I RFD 1, UNION, ME.
TEL. 3-2 Apts, to let; 1 four-room unfur
36&45 nished Apt. TEL. 402.
19tf
CENTRALLY
located
2-room
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
SMALL Flat-top Office Desk
Bervice and Repair. Write or Call wanted.
DONALD CRIE.
Tel. Fum. Apt. to let. Apply In Per
24tf
258 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770 629-M.
34-36 son, 11 JAMES ST.
14tf
HEATED
and
unheated
fur
nishe
d
ELECTRIC Mangle wanted. TEL.
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale. Camden 2304.
34*36 Apts to let. V F. STUDLEY, 77
Park St
Tels 8060 or 1234. ltf
ALBERT DIRION, Union, Me Tel.
JUNK CARS WANTED
14-6.
33*38
SANDING Machine and polisher
GORDON & SON, 6 T to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer
NEW and Renewal Magazine MORRIS
street. Tel. 123-W.____________ 28tf Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
Subscriptions, for sale. Call Cam
CO. 440 Main St
ltf
den 3066. or write NORMAN
DICKEY, 40 Knowlton St., Cam- Cesspools and Septic Tanks
den.24-36
Cleaned by Machine
MISCELLANEOUS
MEN’S, Women’s and children's Also Clogged Lines Opened
BICYCLES. Tricycles, bought,
Bhoes sold at factory price at JOE'S
C. E. FENDERSON
sold, repaired, painted like new. i
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
SANITARY
SERVICE
Tires, Tubes, Parts. Baby Carriage
dally, ihe. 8unday until 0 p. m,
Telephone 1314
Rockland, Me. Tires replaced. RAYE’S CRAFT
swept Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
35*40 SHOP, Prescott St., City.
08tf
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
33*Sat*42
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Union St.. Grove St. entrance Tel.
Send five questions, $1.00 stamped
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
1680. EVA AMES.
34*39 envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
DON’T discard your old or advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN Mass. Full page reading enclosed.
Fonndation
Stone.
Estimates
NEWMAN for restoring and re- Prompt replv
153-S-tf
flnlshing; 48 Masonic Bt. TeL
gladly submitted. No obligation.
INSTRUCTION,
Male.
Will
talk
1106-M.
ltf
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
to reliable men, mechanically in
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
clined, who want to train spare time J
han
Son), Clark bland. Me.
for welding, metal work, re-finishing
Tol. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’s
in Auto Body-Fender Repairing.
Harbor 56-1J.
1-tf
Scientific Motor Tune-Up included.
Will not interfere with your job. ,
gs wear better If tney are
For information and Free Book, j
I on newspapers. Bundles 10
give address, age. working hours. !
and up at The Courier-GaAUTO-CRAFTS TRAINING, AC.,
eraw
% The Courier-Gazette.
34*36

The Warren Extension Associa
tion will sponsor a rummage sale in
May, the date to be announced.
Proceeds from the sale will be given
over to the fluorine treatment
fund.
Miss Charlotte Chick returned
Wednesday to Boston, Mass., after
a visit of a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. George Ingraham and daugh
ter, Rae

Meets Next Week

Clyde Brown and Harry Rogers
were ln New Harbor one day re
cently.
A large delegation from this town
attended Acorn Grange in Cushing
Wednesday evening. Five other
Granges were represented.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brown and
Mrs. Edgar Libby of Thomaston
called on Clyde Brown one day re
cently.
Miss Gladys Lawry' has returned
to Hartford, Conn., after a few
days’ visit with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Alden LawTy.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
at the church vestry Wednesday
afternoon with 8 present.
Mrs. E. A. Bums, who has been
confined to the house with a severe
cold, is able to be out again.
Mrs. Shirley Bowley of Warren
was guest of Mrs. Clayton Oliver
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pottle and
Mrs Julia Wotton were in Rockland
one day recently.
Mrs. Ruth Dow who has been
staying with Mrs. Alfred Morton
for a few days, has returned to her
home at Hatchet Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Harriman
and son Stevie of Lewiston were
recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Al
den LawTV.
Mrs. Wallace Jackson of Jefferson
called on her mother, Mrs. Jane
Carter Murphy, and Miss Rosa
Carter one day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter called
on her parents, Mr. and Mrs Will
Wallace of South Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wotton and
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter were
in Bath Monday.
Arthur McFarland who has been
confined to the house by illness, is
able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Watson
and daughter Madeline were week
end guests of her parents in Rock
land.
Mrs. Wardell McFarland has re
turned from Thomaston, after a
few days’ visit with relatives.
Llewellyn Oliver has returned to
his teaching position in Monhegan.
after a few days visit at his home
here.

Mrs. Fanny Heikkinen, who has
been visiting her brother and his
family ln Helsinfors, Finland, has
returned to this country and now
is with friends in New York City
for a time.
Mrs. Henry Laukka, Mrs. Miles
Leach, Mrs. Leo Laukka, and Mrs.
Nina Aho of this town, and Mrs.
Alfred Niskala of Union were in
Boston last week where they at
tended the New England Flower
Show.
Mrs. Ernest Campbell returned
home Wednesday night from West
boro, Mass., where she had been
guest of her son-in-law and daugh
ter, Mr. and Mrs Lowell Walker.
Maurice S. Hahn was in Bangor
Monday.
Earle Moore, Jr., student at the
school of forestry, University of
Maine, and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Moore of this town, is on the
dean’s list at the University. His
name was omitted from a list of
those on the dean’s list, published
previously.
The March meeting of the Study
Unit, which was to have been held
March 20 was canceled due to ill
ness among the members, and the
sickness of Mrs. Chester Wallace,
who was slated as guest speaker
that day.
Tickets are out for the Warren
Lions Club Minstrel Show, to be
presented at Town Hall, April 3, 4.
under the direction of Howard
Crockett.
Miss Augusta Healey has returned
Pythian Sisters Install
home from Chestnut Hill, Mass.,
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, Past Grand
where she passed two weeks at the
Christian Science Benevolent As
UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND
sociation Sanitorium.
GUARANTY UO.
Baltimore. Maryland
P.T.A. Dance Committee
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Members of the Finnish-Ameri | 'Bonds,
$102,361.16530
can dance committee of the War •Stocks,
58.359.622.32
5,026,166.20
ren P.T.A. met Wednesday after Real Estate Owned,
Cash
and
Bank
noon with Mrs. Freda Richards to
Deposits.
23,256.523.71
further plans for the dance to be Agents’ Balances or
held at Glover Hall, March 29.
Uncollected Premi
ums,
15.666.585.80
Tickets for the affair are now out.
3.697.61491
In addition to dancing, a varied Other Assets.
program will be presented, and re
Total Assets,
$208,397,678.24
freshments will be on sale.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS and
OTHER FUNDS
Hot Lunch Program
Reserve for Losses,
$68,132.410 44
Named as volunteers for the Reserve for loss Adjust
school hot lunch program next
ment Expenses,
5863.502.00
week are the following: March 24, Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
56.045.02840
Mrs. Everett Draper; March 25.
Reserve for Taxes,
4.570.677.62
Mrs. John Heald; March 26, Mrs. All Other Liabili
Leland Philbrook; March 27, Mrs.
ties,
2.050,142 75
Albert Mank, Jr.; and March 28,
Total
Liabilities.
$136,761.76121
Mrs. Edwin Boggs. Mrs. Henry
Special Surplus Funds. $19,154.71593
Laukka substituted on this program Capital Paid Up.
$14,000.000 00
one day last week.
Unassigned Funds
38.48120110
Late donations to this program (Surplus),
were two cases each of number ten
Surplus as Regards Policy
cans of peaches and creamed corn,
holders,
$71.635917.03
from Mrs. Florence Starrett. These
Total,
$208,397.67824
are much appreciated.
•Bonds — Amortized; Stocks—
Cooking School To Be Held
N.A.I.C. Values.
36-S-42
Miss Ruth McBride of the Home
THE
CALIFORNIA
INS.
CO.
Service Department. Central Maine
San Francisco, Calif.
Power Co., will give a range dem
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
onstration and cooking school and Bonds,
$4,685,17191
1,973,700 00
will demonstrate use of frozen foods Stocks.
510.230.08
Thursday evening, March 27, at Real Estate Owned,
Cash and Bank Deposits 950,091.41
Town Hall, Warren auspices of the Agents’ Balances or Uncol
Warren Women’s Club, starting at
lected Premiums,
586.89423
64.035.67
7.30 p. m. All interested in such Other Assets,
a program are invited to attend,
Total Assets.
$3,770,123 50
for this will be an open meeting of
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
the Club.
Reserve for Losses.
$557240.00
Church News
Reserve for Loss Adjust "The Slighted Invitation," will
met Expenses,
3095400
be the sermon topic Sunday morn Reserve for Unearned Pre
miums.
4.137.299.68
ing at the Congregational Church.
Reserve for Taxes,
257500.00
Sermon topics at the Baptist All Other Liabilities,
64,387.12
Church Sunday will be as follows,
Total Liabilities.
$5.047580.80
at 10 a. m., "The Cross As Seen
By God," and at 7 p. m. “The Man Special Surplus Fund', $81,000.00
Capital Paid Up,
1.000.000 00
Of Sorrow.”
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
2.641.74250;

CLAYT BITLER

Surplus as Regards Policy
holders,
$3,722,742.50

Wants To See YOU about

Total,
$8,770,123.30
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY,
Insurance
Farnsworth Bldg., Rockland, Me.
36-S-42

GOODYEAR
TIRES

Precious Heirlooms

Can be Used-Now
Give

your

mellow

living

touch

room

with

now in the attic.

that

a

lovely

antique

Just send it to

me for expert refurbishing at mini

A

mum cost

KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE

Republicans To Hold State
Convention In Bangor

Bj Rollis H. Tanner

At the next session of the showed his clever work again.
The 1952 Republican Convention
We have learned that when
program has been released by Mrs. Knights of the Square Table, a
we are a time unit behind, we must
hand
which
led
to
quite
a
discus

Marie McLaughlin of Bangor Con
vention chairman. “Bangor will be sion is shown herewith. The bid hold up on the very flrst lead, even
ready for 3030 guests at what prom ding and opening lead were quite with two stoppers in the opponents’
How Merlin won out on
ises to be the biggest political con regular, and at both tables were as suit.”
vention ever held in Maine” the given below the hand. At the first another difficult play will be ex
table Sir Galahad, who played the plained next week.
Bangor woman reported.
The Hand
The Convention opens at 3 p. m. hand, took the first trick with the
North-South Vulnerable
next Thursday preceded by a 10 a. king of spades. He still had the
West -Dealer
m. meeting of the Stale Commit ace, with which he could stop the
North
tee and a noon luncheon of the suit, and saw no reason for not
S—K 7 2
taking the first trick, and begin
Young Republican Clubs.
H—9 5 3
At the opening session Thursday ning to set up his own suit, clubs.
D—A K
afternoon Chairman Ralph C. He led the club seven, losing to the
C—Q 10 1 7 2
Masterman of Bar Harbor will call king in the east. The spade three
East
West
the Convention to order and fol was led and ducked to the eight.
S—Q 3
lowing the usual opening ceremon West returned the spade ten, which S—J 10 9 8 4
H—J 6 4
ies Congressman Charles P. Nelson Sir Galahad took with the ace, and H—Q 10 7 2
D—J 10 9 8 7
of Augusta will make the address. led the club jack to complete the D—Q 2
setting up of his suit. But Sir Pel- C—A 4
C— K 5 3
Sixteen county caucuses are sched
South
uled at 580, 7 and 8.30 p. m. with leas in the west seat took this
S—A 6 5
the platform committee meeting at trick with his club ace and cashed
his two good spades, making five
H—a K 8
9 p. m.
tricks for his side. And so the
D—6 5 4 3
Friday morning the District Con
contract was set. It had been a
C—J 9 6
ventions convene at 10 a. m. The
race between spades and clubs as
Bidding:
First District will hear Congress- j
to which could be set up first, and West
North
East
South
man Hale the Second will be add- !
the spades, with the advantage of Pass
1 Club Pass 2 Notrumps
ressed by Senator Smith and Con- '
gressman Nelson and the Third | the flrst lead, won the race. Sir Pass 3 Notrumps All Pass
Galahad said, "The bidding seemed
Opening lead: Jack of Spades.
District will hear speeches from I
perfectly OK, but I suppose you
Senator Brewster and Congress
FAITH
cannot make every hand that is
man McIntire.
correctly bid.
This then is faith; that while the
District Convention contests for
When King Arthur’s table had
bleak winds buffet
delegates to the National Conven
In every branch the swelling buds
finished playing this hand, Sir
tion at Chicago are sure to result
are found;
Galahad said, "I went down one;
in close ballot tests between the
That sweet, small miracles within
how did you come out?" King
their
firm brown wrappings
forces of Taft and Eisenhower.
Arthur said, "We made our three Lie waiting underneath the frozen
Friday afternoon the State Con
ground.
notrumps. My partner, Merlin,
vention reconvenes at 145 p. m. i
played the hand." And Sir Gala- Nor will our waiting chafe—If faith
Senator Homer Ferguson of Mich- ’
abound.
had said. "Well, how did you do it,
L. S.
igan will deliver the keynote add- :
Merlin? Perhaps you did not have
ress following an address by Miss
the best defense.” This he said
A close-mouthed person is never
Vivian Kellems militant Connecti
with a sly wink at Modred, who made to swallow his words.
cut political figure.
had defended the hand against
Merlin. And Merlin said, “There
Junior, of the Grand Temple, Py was nothing the matter with Mod
GOOD SUPPLY
thian Sisters of Maine, and Past red's defense, but if the hand is
MOST SIZES
District Deputy with her Aide. Ber played correctly, the three noCheck With Us First
tha Jameson, acted as Grand Senior, trump contract can be made.”
BICKNELL MFG. CO.
Annie Doe as Grand Manager, Edna
Sir Galahad was eager to know
PIIONE ROCKLAND 360
Packard, flag bearer and Llewel why Merlin could make this con
32-tf
lyn Oliver pianist, installed the offi tract when he had been set, and
cers of Crescent Temple, Pythian Merlin said, "As soon as the dum
AMERICAN & FOREIGN INS. CO.
Sisters in Warren Friday evening. my went down I could see that I
New York
The installing officer, Gertrude was a time unit behind my oppon
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
$12032.396.73
Oliver and her Aide all received ents. I had to establish my clubs Bonds,
3.508,860.00
gifts with appropriate remarks.
against Sir Modred and his part Stocks.
Cash and Bank Deposits, 814.783 86
ner. who already had a head start Agents’ Balances or Uncol
AMERICAN EMPLOYERS' INSUR in spades. So I held up on the
lected Premiums.
739.6B4.67
ANCE COMPANY
very first lead, making sure that I Other Assets,
52909.96
Boston, Mass.
could take both the second and
ASSETS DEC. 1951
Total
Assets,
$18,138,647
19
Bonds,
$24,147,178.41 third tricks of the opponents' suit,
Stocks,
7.403,000.00 and hoping that east might run LIABUjITTFS. SUR P7,US AND
OTHER FUNDS
Cash and Bank
out of spades, and this is what Reserve for Losses.
$2,777,713.00
Deposits
2556.672.27
happened. The first trick was Reserve for Less Adjust
Agents’ Balances or Uncol
ment Expenses,
184,872 00
lected Premiums,
2.832572 07 taken by Sir Gawain in the east
Other Assets,
794.290.54 seat with the queen, to make sure Reserve for Unearned Pre
mium-.
7.278.657.43
that he did not block the suit. I Reserve for Taxes.
500,470 00
Total Assets.
$37,733,713.29
took the second trick with the All Other Liabilities,
154,633.62
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
spade ace, and started my clubs
OTHER FUNDS
Total Liabilities.
-$10.896546.06
Reserve for Losses.
$13558.028 12 by leading the jack. Sir Gawain
Special Surplus Funds. $511,565.72
Reserve for Loss Adjust
took this trick with the club king, I Capital Paid Up or Statu
ment Expenses,
1.649,536 00 and now he did not have another
tory Deposit.
1.500.000.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
10,749.27195 spade to lead. So my clubs were Unassigned funds
(Surplus),
5230,735.42
Reserve for Taxes.
636.50000 established ahead of his spades,
All Other Liabilities,
334,732 38 and we made our three notrump
Surplus as Regards Policy
contract."
holders,
$7242501.14
Total Liabilities.
$26,928 068 45
"All
I
have
to
say,
”
said
Sir
Special Surplus Funds, $5,305,644.84
Total.
$18,138,647.19
Capital Paid Up,
2,000.000 00 Galahad, "is that our magician
36-S-42
Unassigned Funds
< Surplus),
COMMERCE INSURANCE CO.
3500.000 00
ST.
PAIL
FIRE
A
MARINE
IN
Glens Falls, New York
SURANCE COMPANY
Surplus as Regards Policy
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
St. Paul. 2, Minnesota
$7,183 948.88
holders,
$10,805,644.84 Bonds.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1951
Stocks,
6282.65634
Bonds.
$54,751.43962
Total,
$37,733,713.29 Mortgage Loans on
42.46597492
36-S-42
Real Estate,
14.000.00 Stocks.
Real Estate Owned.
3 43397134
Cash and Bank De
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE
posits,
830.79414 Mortgage Loans on
Real Estate.
148,46486
COMPANY OF AMERICA
Agents’ Balances or Uncol
150 William St., New York, N. Y.
lected Premiums,
810.07378 Cash and Bank De
posits,
659154113
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Other Assets,
40.104.19
Agents' Balances or Uncol
Bonds,
$7,79689134
lected Premiums.
7.058.31620
Stocks,
3.124,051.00
Total Assets
$15,170,577.29
Other Assets,
3252,416.44
Cash and Bank
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Deposits
503967.28
OTHER FUNDS
Total Assets.
$117,401924.51
Agents' Balances or Uncol
Reserve for Losses,
$2,411,898.36
LIABILITIES. SURiPLUB AND
lected Premiums,
791501.15 Reserve for Loss Adjust
OTHER FUNDS
Other Assets,
306,467.88
ment Expenses,
300586.00
Reserve for Losses.
$11528948.12
Reserve for Unearned
Total Assets.
$12,522,658.65
Premiums,
4.388,40422 Reserve for loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
740,00000
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Taxes,
205,30425
OTHER FUNDS
All Other Liabilities,
52927.11 j Reserve 'for Unearned
Reserve for Losses,
$930545 00
Premiums,
38274,790.77
Reserve for Loss Adjust
1.737.79950
Total Liabilities,
$7,358929 94 Reserve for Taxes.
ment Expenses,
54531.00 Special Surplus Funds, $1,471,013 63 All Other Liabilities,
4.483.69457
Reserve for Unearned Pre
Capital Paid Up or Statu
miums,
5.564.85759
Total Liabilities,
$56.774208.06
tory Deposit,
1.500,000.00
Reserve for Taxes,
272,120 00 Unassigned Funds
| Special Surplus Funds, $1,000,000.00
All Other Liabilities,
354.849 99
(Surplus),
4.840833 71 Capital Paid Up or Statu
tory Deposit.
20.000,000.00
Unassigned Funds
Total Liabilities,
$7.176508 58 Surplus as Regards Policy
Capital Paid Up or
(Surplus),
39,717,721.40
holders,
$7,811,64754
Statutory Deposit, $1,000,000.00
Unassigned Funds
$15,170577.28 Surplus as Regards PolicyTotal,
$60,717,721.46
(Surplus),
4546.155.27
36-S-42 | holders,

PIPE

GLENS FALLS INS. CO.
Glens Falls, New York
ASSETS DEC 3L 1951
$33,714,750.80
Total,
$12,522,668.66 Bonds.
Stocks.
24.409,000.26
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY,
Real EstateOwned,
1,026.362.26
Insurance,
Farnsworth Bldg,
Rockland. Me. Mortgage Loans on
Real Estate.
51.30000
_________________________ 36-S-42
Cash and Bank De
THE FULTON FIRE INS. CO.
posits,
3.951815.78
New York. N. Y.
Agents’ Balances or Uncol
ASSETS DEC. 1951
lected Premiums.
3.446,432.21
Bonds.
$642 446 00 Other Assets,
4,150.60435
Stocks,
848.700.00
Cash and Bank Deposits. 283,740.08
Total Assets,
$70,758.164 67
Agents’ Balances or Uncol
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
lected Premiums,
595.607.16
OTHER FUNDS
Other Assets,
224658 Reserve for Losses,
$13265.440.96
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Total Assets.
$2572,739.77
ment Expenses.
1,652,178.00
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Unearned Pre
OTHER FUNDS
miums,
24,136223.32
Reserve for Taxes,
$6200.00 Reserve for Taxes,
1.026.402.05
All Other Liabilities,
3202,760.46
Total Liabilities,
$6,200.00
Capital Paid Up or
Total Liabilities.
$43,283,004.79
Statutory Deposits,
1.000,000.00 Special Surplus Funds, $5,774,46080
Unassigned Funds
Capital Paid Up or Statu
(Surplus,
1.366,539.77
tory Deposit,
3260.000.00
Surplus as Regards Policy
holders,
$5546.156.27

A.

Surplus as Regards Policy
holders,
$2566539.77

48 MASONIC STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1106-M
24-aw

Total.
____ $2572,739.77
FRANK A. WHEELER. Agent,
425 Main St.,
Rockland, Me.

VliatCDL

.L.L.L.L

36-S-42

(Surplus),

$117,40192451
36-S-42

SAINT PAUL-MERCURY IN
DEMNITY COMPANY
St. Paul, Minnesota
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1961
Bonds.
$30,206.72195

Stocks,
6,752274.00
Cash and Bank De
posits.
2,810,7U.0B
Agents’ Balances or Uncol
lected premiums,
6.558.663 20
Other Assets,
70598128
- Total Assets,
$56.034552.16
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS

Reserve for Losses,

$20998,290.46
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
3896543 00

Reserve for unearned Pre
miums,
18.064,487.61
Reserve for Taxes,
84750090
All Other Liabilities,
1571,20820
Total Liabilities,
$4407703835
Capital Paid Up or Statu
tory Deposit,

$3,000,000.00

Unassignedi Funds

Unassigned Funds

H. JOHN NEWMAN

Total,

18.450 608.99

(Surplus),

8.056,712.00

Surplus as Regards Policy
Surplus as Regards Policyholders,
$27,475,06988
holders,
$11,056,71200
Total,

$70,758.164 67
36-S-42

Total,

$56,034362.16
36-S-42

u
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Lunch Center
ACP ORDERS DUE BEFORE 31st Rabbit Meeting
A MILK MAID OF IHE FUIURE
THE GRANGE CORNER Soil

Building Materials May Be Ob

tained Through PMA Committeemen

This Month
Maine farmers are making plans
to carry out soil-building practices
encouraged under the 1952 Agricul
tural Conservation Program. So re
ports the state office of the Pro
duction and Marketing Administra
tion here.
High on the list of these soil
building practices are using ground
limestone, superphosphate and pot
ash, PMA says.
Many farmers buy these mater
ials from dealers, and receive back
part of the cost for their proper

Fred Lovette, Thomaston,
To Preside At Bangor
Election Sunday

Suggestions On Making the
Lunch Packing Project a
Little Easier Job

Members of the Eastern Maine
Rabbit Breeders' Association will
elect officers for the coming year
when they meet at 2 p. m. Sunday
at the YWCA Union street, Ban
gor.
The regular monthly meeting of
the association is open to everyone
Interested in rabbits, says President
Fred Lovette of Thomaston.
In addition to the election of of
ficers, the meeting will feature a
discussion of the Spring rabbit
shows.

If you are one of the thousands
of wives who pack lunches for hus
bands. school children or other
members of the family, you may
be interested in a report from a
New Jersey homemaker on how she
streamlined this routine job to cut
t.me spent on it to less than half
Here's her story as reported by
her
State Extension
Service:
Though she already *was in the
habit of W'ashing out lunch box
and vacuum bottle for the every
morning packing job, she found it
took 15 minutes for Just one lunch
for her husband.
After enrolling
in extension
meetings on simplyfying housework,
she found that simply by arrang
ing the center where utensils, sup
plies and equipment for the job
were assembled within easy reach
and sight, she could cut the time
to seven minutes. A portable cab
inet with a 27-inch top counter
and a drawer had been used for
recipes stood between her refriger
ator and sink. She partitioned the
drawer to keep a small slicing board
spreaders, knives and lunch bags

The first meeting was held with
Penobscot View Grange Thursday
evening with 49 members present.
Members were present from
Wessaweskeag, Pleasant Valley,
Megunticook and Penobscot View of
the Traveling Grange group Guests
were present from South Hope, St.
George, Owl's Head and Mt Pleas
ant.
The next meeting will be held
with Pleasant Valley Grange ta
Rockland on March 25.
Visiting members are asked to
take sweets.

, ,
° rea' 1
built a
Elle ‘ underneath to hold two mixing bowls, cardboard cartons for
salad or desserts and canned lunch
rv-,
.
*aU 8b°Ve she in’
v ai-ed a shelf for seasonings and a
roller-holder for waxed paper. She

Te regular Monday night meet
ing of Meenahga Grange was preceeded by a supper served at 630
p m , under the direction of Edna
Sukeforth and Ronald Kennedy,
captains of the “Youngsters” who
lost ln the attendance contest.
A class of five candidates received
the First and Second Degrees. The
Third and Fourth Degrees will
be conferred on March 31. It is
hoped that a guest team will be
present to do the work. The har
vest supper will be served by the
men with Leonard Bidwell, Glen
wood Sukeforth and Alfred Bliven
as committee in charge.
The following were appointed to
the Youth Committee: Alton Win
chenbach, Barbara Sukeforth, Ed
na Sukeforth and Palmina DiNapoli.
Sister Annie Davis was reported
ill; cards may be sent.
Recognition was
given John
Sukeforth for his achievement in
winning top honors in the Farm
and Home Electrification Contest.
Next Monday night will be Guest
Officers’ Night. The program will
be furnished by the guests, each of
whom are requested to be prepared
to give a number. The refreshment
committee for that night will be
Minnie Vannah, Goldie Sheffield
and Pauline Johnston.
Thise wishing to attend the daymeeting at Seven Tree Grange,
Union, next Saturday should be at
the hall at 9.30 a. m. Please remem
ber to take sweets.
Your secretary wishes to thank j
all who have so kindly responded
to her request for voluntary pay- 1
ment of dues. It has meant a con
siderable saving of time, as well as
of some expense, to receive these
payments without the necessity of
sending bills.

use under the ACP Other Maine
farmers request hme, super, or 0-1414 fertilizer furnished through
PMA contracts at part cost paid at
the time of ordering.
So far, about 47 percent of the
lime, 55 percent of the superphos
phate, and 37 percent of the 0-14-14
expected to be used this year has
been requested, reports PMA
All farmers planning to use these
There is always a vacancy for
materials on their farms under the a man who has made good.
1952 ACP should notify PMA com
mitteemen or offices before the
The self-made man is a combin
end of March.
ation of dollars and sense.

ACTIVITIES OF FARM AND HOME WEEK
I Mrs. Frances Smith. Bath,

----------------------------

past

University Will Be Host To Numerous'S-SC’LS:
Hayden
Anderson superintendent of Cari
Organizations In Biggest Extension
bou schools; Mrs Villa Quinn,
elementary supervisor. State De
Event Of the Year Coming Soon
partment of Education. Augusta;
Roland Carpenter, superintendent
Here's a little lady who doesn't give a hoot for doils. and doesn't
of schools. Bangor; and Mark R. care too much for washing dishea; but she does think that bossies are
Beef and Sheep Loom Large on
per in Estabrooke Hall on the cam Shibles, dean, School of Education, pretty tine people. She is Kathryn Argyle. 10. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Program
pus, however, will be a Maine man, University of Maine.
Lloyd Argyle of Rankin street, and a pupil in Mrs. Nellie Hall's fourth
grade at McLain School. No sooner is she home than she is over to
Maine's growing beef industry Lyle Littlefield, of Monroe. He will
Frank Piper's farm just a few yards away and "helping" Frank with
Special Programs of the Week
will have a prominent place on the give an illustrated lecture on a
his dairy herd. The Holstein calf was born last October and is Kathryn’s
Here
are
some
of
the
special
pro

Farm and Home Week program conservation tour of the United
special charge. The calf hasn’t been named yet but the little lady is
at the University of Maine, March States. J. Howard Waring, long grams through the week; Tuesday, ttoftung on the problem ana will doubtless come up with one soon.
Extension
Association,
31 to April 13. So will the sheep time professor of horticulture, Maine
business. The two programs com University of Maine, will preside, j Maine Milk Dealers Association,
bined will last the whole day Tues
Wednesday's orchard program Agricultural Engineering, Maine
day, April 1, sheep in the forenoon opens with a talk on desirable Federation of Women Clubs, home
and beef in the afternoon.
containers for Maine apples by vegetable garden, beekeepers, beef,
The forenoon's program opens Homer C. Woodward, of the Maine i Pomological poultry, iorage crops.
with a talk on marketing Maine Agriculture Experiment Station., New England Farm and Garden As New Fabrics For the Family and Planned
sheep by Clement Dunning of He will be followed by M. B Hoff sociation, 4-H clubs and Maine
Sewing For Best Results, Least Work
Houlton, assistant county agent in man, professor of pomology, Cor Pomological Society.

kept a tray on the top of the re
frigerator to carry spreads and
fillings or crisp foods like lettuce,
celery or other crisp vegetables
from refrigerator to packing cen
ter.
With this simple set-up, she could
put up the lunch while the break
fast coffee brewed. Eight minutes
saved maj’ not seem much until it
nell University, Ithaca. New York,
Wednesday
is multiplied by days and years—
on the use of hormones in the
Maine Pomological Society, con
or by several lunches to pack.
Dear
Homemaker:
three
features
being
a
crisp
dry
production of apples.
tinued, Garden Club Federation of
Other homemakers may prefer
Have you made your reservations | feeI*rig and a frosty look.
A round-table discussion of Maine, processing crops, rural edutheir own arrangement for such a
center. But
But the principle holds
methods of raising, handling and cation, turkeys, daily herd im- for Farm and Home Week yet? | Textured
^avuicu fabrics
launcs will
wm include
mciuae the
me center.
marketing apples will complete the provement.
soil
management, Or received your program
We slubbed shantungs in rayon, nylon, good: Arrange to have everything
program.
i tourist institute, farm forestry, have a few in the office if you’d and silk, the embossed cottons, you need for the job within easyRural Education to be Discussed Maine Federation of Agricultural like to check on the v.hen and puckered nylons and rayons, poodle reach and sight.
.
,
. .. , . . , . .
‘ cloth and rough tweed for coats,-------- ■ —
Associations, and potatoes.
where of some of the highlights of I,
Rural education and parent! faille,
in tne
the amount indicated on
the
week.
There
are
many
inter-1
....... / “and
““ heavy ribbed ottoman cloth
ciorn in
teachers association will have their
Thursday
esting
speakers
and
topics
listed
'*
E.
S
I
5
alK
‘
coat3
'
the
pattern
envelope, two or three
The potato program, continued,
place in the Farm and Home Week
for the week, so make your reser-1 " ‘<I1J
S1‘KS- ia.\ons and spools of matching thpead, one for
Maine
Livestock
Breeders
Associ

all day Wednesday, April 2.
vations and plans now.
!!" 'l s al
' rl ,P paperlike un- the bobbin and one for the top
The program for the forenoon ation, small fruits, ways women
Are you getting the "Spring Sew- ''''' S " *C
1 e bouf-‘ant 'this saves unthreading the top to
will begin with an address titled , can earn
at home' the rural
ing Fever” yet? Fabrics for '52 °° t0 s lr’s a'1(1
body to thread a bobbin), buttons, zippers,
market
gardening,
bluei "A Look at Maine Schools” by church>
.......... .........
......... sleeves and upstanding collars.
seam tape, seam binding, and any
will
emphasize
texture
cr
surface
Maine
League
of
Women
Harland A. Ladd, Maine's Com-. *,erl *es’
Old favorites such as ginghams, other findings you need
missioner of Education. After his Voters> milk goat breeders, and interest as their number one at- percales, prints and broadcloths
If y0U're using grain
or
traction, with the number two and
address comes a discussion session various dairymen's luncheons.
will be available in a wide range of material on hand, new or used and
ar.d then follows a two-hour ses
colors and designs. Sheer crisp a pattern you've used before, it's
sion on "Working Together to Meet
cottons will be available to add va- gtill just as important to locate
the Needs of our Children."
riety to a Summer wardrobe. Many everything you need and have it
i First speakers on this "Meet-the
of these cottons will be crease re- ready to work with
; needs„ prQgram wju be Mr an(,
sistant and have a permanent
Once the supplies are all lined
Mrg Jan KoR of Aroostock state
up, start conecting your sewing
Norma,
Presque Isle Qn Two Candidates Received Degrees Last starch finish.
Denims have left the work equipment in one place ready for
music for everybody. Ermo Scoot. I
clothes field and now appear in use. Try arranging it so ypur cutSaturday;
April
Meeting
With
Warren
deputy commissioner of education.
, every color imaginable as well as ting table, sewing machine iron
Augusta, will give the facts on the j
in plaids, checks and stripes; and and ironing board can all be set
scarclty Qf g0Qd teachers and its
, gold printed cottons will add glit- up close together in a sewing unit
Oak Grange, North Warren.
Two
candidates,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
effect on Maine schools.
ter to your wardrobe without it wlll
time and steps CoI.
Pioneer Grange of East Union
The question: "Why do not more Ernest Benner of Warren, received
breaking the family budget.
lect too your shears, pins, needles
high school students choose teach- the Pomona degree Saturday March was winner of the attendance rib
Rayons and acetates for Summer thimbles, basting thread, tailor s
ing as a career?" will be discussed 15, at a meeting of Knox Pomona bon of the day.
or for year-round suits, tailor chalk, etc. Do you have a sewing
by a panel group that will include Grange, held Saturday at White Bel^XrSfi1Pof‘uX.'wiw S S“artly’ fEatUre Wrlnkle resistance box for all this equipment? If you

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

southern Aroostook. Dunning will
tell of the experience of a group
of farmers in his area who are
marketing their lambs co-opera
tively.
Sam
Dorrance,
sheep
specialist, Maine Department of
Agriculture, will discuss handy
hints on raising sheep and wool.
J and Carl W. Burrows, buyer for
the New England Dressed Meat
and Wool Company, Somerville,
Massachusetts, will tell why he be
lieves that Maine farmers should
’ keep more sheep.
Interior Decorator Withington
to Speak

Spring is house cleaning time
and house cleaning means rede
coration. That's why it is most
appropriate that Roger Withington.
interior decorator of Portland,
should appear three times on the
Farm and Home Week program
at the University of Maine. Withington speaks twice Tuesday forenoon, April 1, first on decorative
window treatments and again on
the selection and use of fabrics for
upholstering. Withington will give
the third talk Wednesday forenoon
at the fourth annual Maine
Tourist Institute on decorating for
Maine tourist guests.
The other speaker on the Maine
Tourist Home program will be
Raymond H. Starke, professor of
Hotel Management, University of
New Hampshire. His subject will
be simple records for people in the ]___________________
tourist business. This is Professor
Starke's
first
appearance
on // You Can Conserve Soil Without Build
Maine’s Farm and Home Week
program. Complete dates for the
ing It, But You Cannot Build Soil
week are Monday to Thursday. '
March 31 to April 3.
Without Conserving It, Observes

WHITE OAK HOST TO POMONA

SOIL CONSERVATION NOTES

Maine Apple Growers Sessions

Dr. Salter
The regular program of the 1
Maine State Pomological Society at
Farm and Home Week at the Uni
versity of Maine will draw heavily
Dr. Robert M. Salter, Chief, Soil living for today, tomorrow, and for
on out-of-state speakers this year, conservation Service, U. S. Depart- posterity. It combines the objec
The orchard program opens ment of Agriculture, recently spoke tive of national welfare and better
Tuesday afternoon, April 1, with I at the sixth annual meeting of the living for the people who work the
a lecture on apple spray and dust , National Association of Soil Con- land. It has come to mean efficient
materials and programs in use in | serVation Districts. Some extracts abundant production on a sustained
Vermont by C. Lyman Calahan, of from hiS talk include the following: basis.”
Burlington, Extension horticultur- , "The concept of soil conservation
"To get conservation farming into
ist at the University of Vermont. | has come t0 mean proper land use. use on the land, a farmer has to
Calahan will be followed by Jon- ; protecting the land against all want conseration farming. He has
athan Davis, prominent orchardist forms o{ ^j] deterioration, re-touild- to have a sound conservation plan.
of Sterling Junction, Mass, who jqg er(xjed soil, conserving moisture He has to know how to use it. And
will tell the assembled orchardists for crop use, proper agricultral he has to be able to use it.”
what Massachusetts fruit growers drainage and irrigation where need
"The conservation and effective
are doing to meet competition from ed, building up soil fertility, and in use of the Nation’s soil and water
Maine.
creasing yields and farm income- resources is everybody’s responsibil
Speaker at the orchardists sup- | all at the same time.,”
ity. It is an individual responsibil
“It is based on the understand ity. It is a local responsibility. It
ing that you can conserve soil with is a State responsibility. And it is
PHILCO
| out building it, but you cannot a National responsibility. Every
I build soil without conserving it.” one who farms, everyone who serves
“Modern conservation farming farmers and everyone who just likes
HOME RADIOS
involves increasing soil productivity to eat good food should be con
i and increasing standards of farm cerned about it."
<
CAR RADIOS
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MONEY for HOMES
To Buy - Build - Remodel

the proceeds given over to the fund
to purchase the year's attendance
award, to be made to the subordin
ate Grange in the jurisdiction of
Knox Pomona.
A collection was taken for the
Grange Cottage.
The April 5 meeting of Pomona
will be held with Warren Grange.
Warren Village.
The June 21st meeting will be a
day meeting at Goodwill Grange,
South Warren, this an exchange on
the program with White Oak, for
the former Grange did not have
the meeting as planned March 1,
due to road conditions.
Program members during the Lec
turer's hour, included, the welcome
by Mrs. Ruth Wiley of North War
ren; response by J. Raymond Dan
forth of Union; readings by Mrs
Charles Gardner of Camden; Mrs
Ida Goss of Union; James Dornan
of East Union; Mrs. Ruth Wiley of
North Warren and Mrs. Bernice
Jameson of Waldoboro.
A group of Irish Songs were sung
by the Grange brothers; a stunt in
charge of Mrs. Ruth Wiley of North
Warren; a piano solo by Miss
Frances Guyette of Union; recita
tions by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ben
ner of Warren; Irish stories by J.
Herbert Gould of Camden, Mrs
Margatet Tolman and Mi’s. Verna
Wiley of Warren; Mrs. Jennie
Payson of East Union, Mrs. Bessie
Carroll and Albert H. Goss of
Union and a quiz.
Visitors were present from Lime
rock Valley Pomona Grange.

As a general thing unhappiness
is just a case of selfishnesss feeling
| sorry for itself.

The Radio Shop

PHILCO

Rockland Loan & Building Assn.
18 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
33-S-tl

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Islesboro
TeL Dark flbr

and give you style at budget prices, haven't maybe that's an idea for
Prints
J'our Christmas list.
If you like prints, there’ll be a
Now you're ready to start. If it’s
wide variety to choose from this pajamas for Johnnie or Susie how
season. Newest will be the small about cutting two or three pairs
print often in a geometric design. at once. This is a factory method
When you choose a print, always which can be used very satisfactorlook at it from a distance. That's -ly at home. Multiple cutting, as
:he best way to tell how it will look , it is called, speeds up cutting and
construction, both, and can be used
on you.
Won't these fabrics be interesting making housedresses, aprons, chil
to work on? But with your al dren's dresses, suits, slips, paja
ready busy day, maybe you are ma, etc., men's short, and pajamas
wondering just how you can find and various garments. Simple pat
time to sew for yourself or the tern designs are best for this type
family. Ail this means that when of cutting so look for patterns with
there is time for sewing every min as few pieces as possible.
Following through on the fac
ute has to count. To make these
minutes count for the most takes tory method, plan next putting to
plenty of planning before the scis gether the garments you have cut.
sors ever touch the cloth. Here Here you need a mental or written
are some sewing short cuts that plan of work so that you can do
may help you in planning your sew all possible sewing at one time, and
pressing the same way.
ing.
Multiple cutting is not possible or
Let's begin at the beginning and
get together everything you're practical for all types of garments
going to need for the garment or cut at home, but another idea
garments you're making. If you're which does save time is the re-use
buying everything new and from of a pattern which you have found
local stores, try to make one shop to be satisfactory.
And you say what are the adping trip do. Buy your pattern, in
i Continued on Page Slxi
! the right size and a simple design.

,
j

NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Trading Grange No. Two

White Oak Grange

The weekly card party was held
March 11 at Benjamin Barbour's,
Saturday March 22 is the date set
for the next one at Norman Ben
ner's Waldoboro.
The Ladies' Degree team will
confer the Third and Fourth De
grees at Wessaweskeag Grange.
South Thomaston. March 26 and
liam at Meenahga Grange. Waldo
boro on March 31. We entertained
Knox Pomona Orange Saturday,
March 15.
Meenahga Grange

Belfast and are greatly mused at
our meetings.
A surprise gift box was presented
to our beloved chaplain Marguer
ite Griffin ta honor of her birth
day on March 17. A birthday cake
and soda pop was served.
It seems good to see some of our
older members back ln our Grange
meeting.
Acorn Grange

In spite of the threatened storm
Wednesday night, many of our
Grange friends came from all di
rections to make our "Neighbor’s
Night" a grand success.
There were 100 or more guests
present from the following Granges
Seven Tree of Union; Good Will of
South Warren; St. George Grange
and Owls Head Grange; Pioneer of
East Union; Weymouth of Thom
aston and Meenahga of Waldoboro.
Many participated In our pro
gram and it was entertaining to
hear so many older members speak
a piece" and spring jokes on each
other.
There will be a regular social
dance next Wednesday night. Here
the youngsters are finding an op
portunity to learn to dance and
swing their partners with the best
of them. We welcome visiting
Grangers to these socials.
We are looking forward to hav
ing the Thomaston High School
Band under the direction of Vere
Crockett, entertain us on April 2.
FoUowing refreshments, there will
be dancing furnished by
the
Hawaiianaires.
North Haven Grange

Saturday, March 15, two Irish
songs, "My Wild Irish Rose” and
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,”
were sung by the Grange.
Five members gave the play “Al
Ye Forgive," the story of Rory
Connor, a young man, who, while
striving to give aid to an old lady,
was arrested on the false testi
mony of the real miscreants and
was only released because one of
the evildoers, being taken ill, con
fessed to the priest. In the mean
time, Rory's father, much upset by
the news ol his son s crime, might
have resorted to harsh measures,
had not Bishop Patrick, the great
Saint of Ireland, poured oil on the
troubled waters. After the meet
ing, about 20 Grangers repaired to
Maribah Crockett's, the occasion
being her birthday. She received
many presents and greetings, Den
nis Brown even calling her on the
telephone to sing his birthday mes
sage.
There were refreshments of sand
wiches. ice cream and cake. The
birthday cake, gleaming with white
frosting and candles, was made by
Alice Grant and Louise Staples.
Tonight there will be an educa
tional program with speakers. The
ladies will sing "Behind the
Scenes."

Pioneer Grange

At the regular meeting of Pion
eer Grange Tuesday March 25, the
Third and Fourth Degrees will be
conferred on a class of candidates
by the Ladies Degree team from
Acorn Grange, Cushing. Acorn and
Evening Star Granges are invited.
Candidates are expected from
both Evening Star and Acorn
Granges to receive the degree.

If I were buying a farm, I'd make
myself very sure of several things.
What kind of a farm do I want.
I certainly wouldn't buy a thous
and acre ranch for broiler raising
or a gravel pit for a dairy farm.
Nor would I try to raise vegetables
if I hated them passionately. Yet,
Megunticook Grange
Megunticook Orange held its several times a year. I see people
regular meeting Wednesday. The doing just that.
First therefore, I’d decide what
Lecturer presented this very fine St.
my main interest is: and an alter
Patrick’s Day program.
two alternatives.
The entire Grange sang "The native maybe
Wearing of the Green." Grace Well Then, I'd find a farm as closely
man read a short piece about the tailored to my requirements as pos
Patron Saint Patrick followed by sible.
When I found the farm that
a reading about St. Patrick by
Clara Cox. David Crockett, Sr., seems right I'd talk with the
sang "MacNamara's Band,’’ ac neighboring farmers—find out how
companied at the piano by Ever they are doing. They will tell you,
ett Grieves. For an encore he sang they are just as interested ta a go
"If You Knew Susie.” Fancy tap ing concern next to them as you
dances by Erskine Yorke, accom are in making the farm a good out
panied at the piano by Everett fit. And you can find out the his
Grieves. A reading "Income Tax" tory and peculiarities of the place.
Then I'd talk with two other peo
by Marston Beverage: a pantomine
called "Saloon" by Gertrude Dun ple—the county agent and the soil
bar: encore by Gertrude Dunbar conservationist. What are the soils
"Whose Gonna Be W’ith You When on the farm—will they do the Job
expected?
I'm Far Far Away."
Then I'd check markets local
Harland Robinson sang “My Wild
Irish Rose" accompanied by Lor weather and climate conditions
raine Dow, encore "Danny Boy.” i and many other items. If reasonably
A stunt arranged by Jessie Bev satisfied that that place would al
erage was won by the men with low me to build up a good farm
Alden Dow as captain; Lecturers business in a reasonable time then
I'd buy it.
‘ WHERE THE BOY IS KING”
March was won by Herbert Gould.
So many people seem to be buying
Closing
Thought
by
Lucia
Hopkins.
EASTER SUGGESTIONS
There were 60 members present farms these days that I wish you
FOR BOYS
and one visitor from Cushnoc would suggest to anyone in that
predicament ask me for a list of
Grange.
WHITE SHIRTS, $1.89 COLORED SHIRTS, $1.98
points to check in buying a farm.
SPORT SHIRTS, plain or fancy,
1.98
Georges Valley Grange
I'll have one made up by the time
TWEED PANTS,
3.95 to5.95 At the regular meeting of Georges this is ta print.
GABARDINES
2.95 to7.95 Valley Grange on March 18, the It's a lot easier to find out be
was draped for Hayden fore than alter what kind of a
SWEATERS,
2.95 to4.95 charter
Fuller who passed on to the Grange farm you are buying.
JERSEYS, short sleeve,
.89, 1.19
above. Several of our officers and
Sincerely
long sleeve,
1.49
members attended the funeral to
Gilbert B. Jaeger County Agent
show our last respects.
UNDERWEAR,
Briefs .59; White T Shirts .79

CONANTS

74-3
65-tf

Optimism should revive with tl
Overseer and Lecturer, John and
Ruby Chaples, are still working In arrival of new seed catalogues.

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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(Continued from Page Five)
vantages? Well there would seem
to be several First, you know by
the second use just how the pat
tern fits, how you like it. how it
goes together and just where to
make changes if any are needed.
You might even want to try as
sembling the two or three gar
ments cut from the same pattern
at the same time provided, the
colors were such that you could use
the same color stitching thread on
on the machine for all three.
Here's another suggestion. Prac
tice until you're good at doing a
few standard finishes and plan to
use these over and over. Know
how to do one good placket finish,
a neck finish, tailored buttonhole
and good hem.
Learn to use machine attach
ments where they'll speed up your
work. The narrow hemmer and
gatherer are helpful, and don’t
overlook the seam gauge for get
ting straight even seams.
A point you'll probably hear
mentioned many times is to do as
much work as you can with a gar
ment flat. You can put on pockets,
make buttonholes, and do all deco
rative stitching possible before you
assemble the garment. Of course,
you must be very sure of the fit of
the garment to do this.
Last, but not least, have you
thought of a sewing bee with one
or more of your neighbors? Two
people sewing together and using
two machines can save much time.
Not only that, but, it’s a big help
to^havc someone to give a hand
with fitting, hanging skirts, etc.
Why not try it some day?
And speaking of time savers,
when you sew be on the lookout for
time saving ideas, often they come
to you as you work along, so just
jot them down to try out at the
earliest opportunity. Some of your
best time savers will be the one
you work out for yourself as you
sew.
Here's another cookie jar favorI ite!

MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13

Mrs Emma Snow who has been
At Wednesday night's meeting of Attainment of Joy.” Evening sub
seriously ill at her home for some
the Thomaston Fourth of July Cel ject The Tongue-tied Christiana."
time was moved last Tuesday to ,a
The Beta Alpha meets Monday
ebration Committee of the Ameri
nursing home in Camden.
can Legion and the Thomaston Fire evening at the Church vestry. Tues
Mrs Elizabeth Bunker recently
Department, it was decided to have day 2 p. m. the Mission Circle
returned home from Knox Hospital
the celebration three days this meets with Miss Edna Hilt. Wads
and is reported progressing very
year—July 3. 4 and 5. with mati worth street Thursday evening at
nicely. Mrs Bunker was accompan
nee programs on the 4th and 5th 7 o'clock, prayer meeting.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m. at
ied across the bay by Mrs. Mar
So far plans have been made for
the Federated Church with morn
guerite Miller, who was returning
an Old Timers' baseball game, a
ing service 11 o'clock the subject;
from a prolonged visit with her
marathon race, a parade, and
'Christians at Their Best." The one
daughter Mr Bunker who has been
fireworks. Several other events are
great hour of sharing, olfering will
quite 111 at his home for the past
in the offing. William Wallace be excepted Youths Fellowship at
10 days is now convalescing but has
and Robert MacFarland's names 7 p. m. Discussion group Thursday
not yet returned to his duties at
are added to committee of the Le evening 7 o'clock The Friendly
Brown's Boat Shop.
gion. Ralph Cushing will again be Circle will hold annual roll call
Edwin Thayer has employment
advertising and public relations supper Tuesday evening at 6 o'clock
at Browne's Boat Shop. The shop
committeeman, with Edgar Libby in i Each member is asked to bring own
has been very busy all Winter.
charge of police work. It looks dishes.
It is reported that Irven Stone
like another big celeration.
is to be greatly complimented on
Mr and Mrs Robert Spaulding
the fine boat he has built this
Thomaston PTA
and daughter Mrs. Charlene Henry
Winter in the former Pierce Crock
are in Boston. Mrs Henry is a pa
ett garage.
tient at the New England Baptist A Shortage Of Volunteer
Colin Winslow has been absent
Hospital.
Workers For Hot Lunch
from his duties as meat cutter at
The Band Parents will sponsor
Causing Concern
Watermans Store for several days
a supper Monday night 6.30 at the
due to sickness.
The Thomaston Parent-Teachers'
Legion Hall for band parents only.
Second Selectman Arthur Emer
The committee in charge are: Association held their monthly
son who has been quite ill is re
Pearle MaciFarland. Virginia Put meeting Thursday night at the High
ported improving. Arthur makes
nam and Dorothy Cook. Regular School auditorium. President Don
his home with Mr and Mrs. Pres
meeting after the supper.
ald Chase presided and led the dis
ton Lincoln.
Cpl. Dana P- Clukey of the US. cussion of the school hot lunch
Plans are being started for the
Air Force who has been stationed program, which is running into dif
annual American Legion Festival
at Cheyenne, Wyoming, is spend- ficulties due to the fact that it ls
to be heid this Summer. No defin
inf 32 days leave with his parents becoming hard to get volunteer
ite date or plans have been an
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Clukey. On workers who show up on schedule.
nounced by Commander Patrick and
hls return he will be sent to Alaska. For example, 120 calls were made
hls committee as yet.
last
month
to
secure
enough
help
The Baptist Mission Circle meets
The committee appointed at
Tuesday at 2 p. m. with Miss Ed to carry on the program. It was
town meeting to look into tlie mat
suggested that another paid work
na Hilt Wadsworth street.
ter concerning a municipal build
er might be hired but this prob
Surprise Birthday Party
ing of some sort for North Haven,
Mrs. Emma Kallock was guest of j ably would wait another year and
met last Friday night at the High
would
mean
a
rise
in
the
prioe
of
honor at a surprise birthday party '
School building. Lester Sherer was
given by a group of friends Thurs meals.
appointed chairman of the commit
day evening at her home on Knox
The $340 raised last month by the
tee and Principal WiUiam Hopkins
street. Guests present were Mr. and P.TA. play “Nut and Bolts” will
secretary.
Mrs. Philip Kallock. Thomaston, be used to furnish folding chairs
Mrs. Lana Killeran. Miss Lena Sea for the auditorium, as planned at
vey and Herman Killeran all of the beginning of the year, In the
Cushing, Mrs. Florence Benner. past, it has been necessary to bor
Oatmeal Drop Cookies
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Lilia Clark, Mrs. Eleanor row chairs on many occasions and
One-half cup shortening. 1 cup
MRS RENA CROWELL
Clark. Raymond Kallock and Ralph they will fill a real need of the sugar, 1 egg, 114 cups flour, 1%
Correspondent
Telephone 250
Crawford all of this town Those school. It is not known definitely cups fine oatmeal. 2 teaspoons cin
unable to attend were Mr. and Mrs. haw many will be purchased.
namon. 14 teaspoon salt, *4 cup
Kenneth Reed. Norma and Rae
Buford Grant, Superintendent of milk. ',4 teaspoon soda. *4 cup
There will be a stated meeting
Clark. The evening was spent so Schools, then reviewed the school chopped nut meats, 1 cup seedless
of Wiwurna Chapter O.E.S., Tues
cially. Mrs. Kallock received many budget which will be presented at raisins.
day evening. Mrs. Alma Fitch,
lovely gifts. Refreshments were
Cream the fat and sugar. Add chairman of the refreshments. Mrs.
town meeting and explained the
served consisting of two birthday
need for the extra money which is the beaten egg. Sift together the Kenneth Hilton entertainment.
cakes made by Mrs. Lana Killeran
being asked this year. The First dry ingredients except the oatmeal
Willard Fowler is a patient at
and Mrs. Eleanor Clark.
Grade. Mrs. Leonora Davis, teacher, and add with milk to the first mix the Miles Memorial Hospital. Dam
The Beta Alpha meets Monday
ture. Add oatmeal, nuts, and ariscotta.
won the attendance banner.
evening at the Baptist Church
raisins. Mix well. Drop by spoon
Mrs. Raymond Bagley was in
vestry.
fuls onto a greased baking sheet Bath. Wednesday.
Miss Blanche Henry who teaches
and bake a golden brown in a mod
Miss Avis Genthner has gone to
at Garden City, N. Y., is spending
erate (375 F.) oven. Remove from Portland where she has employ
ROCKPORT
a week with her mother Mrs. Mary
the pan while hot.
ment.
MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
Henry.
Sincerely,
Correspondent
Mrs. Grace Kennedy entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Breede and
Tel. Camden 2050
Winifred Ramsdell,
the Mending Club, Thursday eve
daughter Miss Jane Anne of Ded
Home Demonstration Agent. ning.
ham, Mass., have returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Richards
after visiting Rev. and Mrs. John
LILTING SCORE IN NEW
have been in Portland recently.
Fitpatrick for a few days. Miss will chaperone the Senior Class
ASTAIRE MUSICAL FILM
Mrs. Aaron B. Kelley is visiting
Jane Breede is a student at Bos on their annual Washington trip.
Moviegoers will be humming and relatives in Boston, Mass.
Wesleyan
Guild
will
meet
March
ton Umvresity.
whistling a-plenty after seeing
Mrs. william Matson called on
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Church Notes

Game Starts 7.30 F. M.
3-S-tf

Baptist Church, Rev. Carl W.
Small: 10 4fi Morning Worship;

now to include one of our na
tion’s ‘‘classic tourist attrac
tions" ln your vacation sched-

INTERPRETATIONS OF “THE WORD”

cws

NORTH HAVEN

By Louis A. Walker
Read Luke 8:4-18
It would appear from Jesus’ own interpretation of his
allegory that no one can receive truth for which he is unpre
pared This is sound pedagogy too. We receive that which
is on our level of development. No bird, no devil can take it
away. Our depth is just right for the truth which is our own
today. Our soil nourishes it and the cares of the world cannot
blight our own native truth. But what is truth and beauty to
us now is superseded as we develop. Successive seasons deepen
our top soil until it can sustain a higher growth. The mold of
outgrown thought and feeling fertilizes the new season's “Word
of God.” These v. ho can not receive and held the higher truth
which is yours are not to be blamed. They are behind on the
path. Even if they be on a dead end street, they will have to
come back to the path of life. Or so we trust.
The parable of the lighted lamp is a continuation of Jesus’
interpretation of the allegory of the Sower. A parable to ex
plain a parable. We radiate our own candle power. We can
not do more; we should not do less. We shall be known for
what we are and should be increasing our capacity. That is
why it is so important that we “Take heed, therefore, how ye
hear.” For there is no standing still. Unless we have recep
tivity our lamp grow’s dim. Life consists of generation, regen
eration or degeneration. Therefore. Jesus seems to be saying,
be open minded. You can be a growing, living, radiant thing
or you can degenerate into a petrified likeness of what was
once a living faith. Truth, like life, is never attained. It is
pursued. A living fountain, it is never still. The faith of Jesus
held no place for lethargy; no place of finality; no time uTien
all is accomplished. Is heaven a place or condition of rest
or is it not rather one of tirelessness in an expanding universe?

Listen to Billy Graham on Sta graders and over at 9.45 and for
tion WLAW Sunday at 3.30 p. m. those younger at 10.30; UCY will
He has a message for all in this meet at the Universalist Church at
stirring program Hour of Decision. 6. with Rev. Charles B Monteith
•• • *
presenting “What Do CongregaAt St. Bernard's Church: Sun tionaiists Believe?” followed by a
day services are at 8 and 11 a .m. social period with cocoa and cook
Daily Mass is at 6.45 a. m. and Con ies on the program; at 8 the “Life
fession, Saturday at 330 and 7 of Christ" course wiU convene at
p. m Sunday Mass at St. James' the parsonage. Appointments for
Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m. the week include: Boy Scout Troop
and 9 30 a. m at the Church of 206 on Monday at 7 o'clock; Dili
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden. gent Dames meet on Thursday at
• * • •
2.30; and the Odds and Ends at
At St Peter’s Episcopal Church, 730 with the choir rehearsal on the
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday same day at 7 p. m.; and on Friday
parish communion and sermon at Cub Pack 206 wiU meet for its
9 30; daily Mass at 7.30 except on monthly session with "Jungle Tales"
as its theme, with the doors open
Monday and Saturday.
» • • *
at 7.15.
At the First Baptist Church in
the 10.30 service Rev. J. Charles
“Christ Has Gone Before Us"
MacDonald will continue his series will be the sermon theme brought
of sermons on the messages to the i by Rev Merle S. Conant at the
chur, hes in the book of Revalation JPratt Memorial Methodist Church,
CAMDEN
with the subject. “The Three-in- . Sunday. The choir will sing the anOne Church.” Men’s and women’s, them “The Great Gay” by Martin,
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
groups will meet for prayer at Roger Dow will play the organ
TEL 2197
10.15. The nursery will be open for : numbers “Tlie Spirit of God” by
the care of small children during ' Wilson “Melody” by Walter, and
the morning service. The Church1 “Toccata ’ in A-Minor by DemorMrs. Manson Littlefield fell re
School will have classes for all, est. Mr. Pavone will present the cently, breaking her wrist.
ages at noon. The Ambassadors for, solo “The Lord's Prayer" by MaMr and Mrs Leon Stinson have
Christ will meet at 6 with Richard lotte. The Youth Fellowship will
returned home after having spent
Von Dohlen leading the Intermedi meet at 4.15 in the vestry. Mrs. Le
the Winter months in Florida
ate group, and Mildred Copeland ona Whitehill. leader: the Boy
Mr. and Mis. Fred Merchant of
leading the Senior meeting in which Scouts on Monday night at 7 o'clock
Bath spent Sunday with Mrs. Mae
Mrs. Ada Ames and Mrs. Addie with Harold Whitehill in charge
Newton and called on Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers will speak. There will be a and the Discussion group on Tues
Oliver
Mayhew.
praj’er period at 7 preceding the day night at 7.30 with Leroy and j
The Elm Street Reading Club
evening service at 7.15. Special mu Ivy Chatto. All members and
sic will be b>’ a men’s chorus and friends of the Church are wel will meet at the home of Mrs Muran instrumental duet, and Mr. come. The choir will rehearse on ion Monday- night. The hostess will
MacDonald's subject will be "The Pridaj’ night at 730. Dante Pavone be Miss Anne Boynton and the
readers will be Mrs. Rose LeBlanc
Greatest Verse in the Bible.” The ] will direct.
and Mrs. Edna Ames.
•• ♦ *
Happj- Prayer and Praise Meeting
Mrs. Florence Young has re
will be held on Tuesday at 7.30. On
The Reorganized Church of Je
Thursday there will be a Youth sus Christ of Latter Day Saints held turned to her home after being a
for Christ Rally at 7 30 in which services at the Grand Army Hall patient at the Camden Community
the Moody science film, "The Voice with Church School at 10 and Hospital for several weeks.
Word has been received of the
of the Deep," will be shown. The preaching service at 11 by George
wedding of Miss Janelle Porter,
Junior Ambassadors will meet on Woodward, pastor.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. D.
♦ • * ♦
Friday at 3.30.
I At
the
United
Pentecostal Porter, 1214 East Frierson, avenue,
In the sen ice of morning worship church, 58 South Main street, and Cpl. Edgar E McCobb, son of
at the Universalist Church begin Rev. John L. Howe, Sr, Pastor. Mr and Mrs. Edgar McCobb of
ning at 11 o’clock, Dr. Lowe will Sunday- School at 1 p. m. After Passaic. N. Y.. in Tampa Florida on
continue his series of Lenten ser noon worship service at 2.30 Sunday February 23.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Exton Guckcs
mons in exposition of those destinc- Evening Service at 730. Tuesday
tive beliefs held in common by Uni- Young People's Service at 7.30 p. m. are leaving Saturday for Philadel
versalists and by h'oeral and mod Thursday Prayer and Praise Ser phia.
Mrs. Raymond Dow and Mrs.
ernist believers in many Christian vice at 7.30 p. m. Be looking for la
communions. His subject for the ter announcements concerning a Gilbert Osmond and children. Jean
morning will be "How and From| Negro Evangelist of Portsmouth, and Linda were in Togus Sunday
What Are We To Be Saved?” The N. H, which will be coming very where they visited Mr. Osmond.
church school meets at 10 o'clock soon to hold Evangelistic services
Monday Club Open Meeting
and the U.C.Y. Fellowship meets if plans are not changed,
The Monday Club will hold an
in the vestry at 6 o’clock when
open meeting at 2.30 p. m. at the
Rev. Charles Monteith will speak
Rev. James Dagino will conduct St. Thomas Parish House. Mrs.
on "What Congregationalists Be his first service as pastor of the Heiga Morse will be the guest
lieve."
Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist speaker, taking for her subject
* * • •
Church at the Sunday morning “North of the Arctic Circle.” Col
"Beliefs That Matter" will be worship service at 10.30. Hls sub ored motion pictures will be shown.
the subject of Rev. Edwin L. ject will be “For the Defense of Following the meeting refreshRyan Sunday 11 a. m. at the Naz the Gospel.” The choir will sing an ' merits will be served,
arene Church, Maverick Square. anthem. Sunday School for all I
Mrs. Crozier Honored
Church school will meet at 10 ages will follow at 1145. The regMrs Marian Hamlin entertained
o'clock. N.YPS. at 6 p. m. and ular Sunday evening song and i recently at her home in Rockland,
evening service at 7.30.
praise service will begin at 7.15. honoring the birthday of Mrs. Lou» » ♦ •
Rev. Mr. Dagino will speak on ise Crozier. The table decorations
"Matter" about which there has What Does the Future Hold?” were in St. Patrick's colors. Those
been so much mi.-understanding, is There will be special music,
present were Mrs. Helen Leighton,
subject of the Le son-Sermon which j Baptist Youth
Fellowship
Mrs. Allura Pitcher, Mrs Kathleen
will be read in all Churches of meet at 6 o'clock Sunday evening Gerrish. Mrs.
Frances Grindle.
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday. The in the vestry. The mid-week pray Mrs. Maude Felton. Mrs. Marie
Golden Text, taken from Colossians er service will be held in the ves
iColossians 3:2) is, “Set j-our af try Tuesday at 7.30. A missionary j Group of Pioneer Girls will meet
fection on things above, not on film Out of the Dust" will be at the home of Margaret Lord on
things on the earth." Sunday serv shown. Wednesday night the Ladies ! Jefferson street. Friday afternoon
ices at 1030 and Sunday School A,id will meet in the vestry with j the Pilgrim Group will meet in the
at 11.45. Wednesday evening serv Mrs. Vivian Lord as hostess. Wed- 1 vestry under the leadership of Mrs.
ices at 730.
nesday afternoon
the Colonist} Vivian Lord.
At the Congregational Church,
Rev Charles R Monteith, pastor,
the fourth Sunday in Lent will be
observed with this church partici
pating in thc nation-wide, interde
nominational "One Great Hour of
Sharing" collection for the benefit
of relief and reconstruction. The
pastor will present the fourth in
his series of sermons "The Chris
tian's Magna Charta," under the
topic "The Christians Strength.”
Church School classes for third

Camden Theatre

Gardiner. Mrs. Gladys Ronco, Mrs.
Margaret Richards. Mrs Marjorie
Stone and Mrs. Edna Moore all of
Camden and Mrs. Rena Blake of
Rockland and Mrs. Clara Nason of
Warren. Canasta was enjoyed.
Chadavae Club

The Chadavae Club enjoyed a de
licious covered dish supper Wed
nesday night at the church, which
was followed by their regular meet
ing with 40 members present.
Plans were made for the Food
ga,e
held Saturday at Carle.
tQn
store at 9 30 p m
colored slides which were shown
by Rev jj H Dorr, Jr., were much
enjOyed.

Camden Teachers

Marine Author Carl Lane
Guest Speaker Of Cubl At
March Meeting
The Camden Teachers’ Club was
entertained recently by Rockport
author Carl Lane, who discussed
the problems of a writer. Mrs.
Margaret Ford, the club president,
presided and the program was an
nounced by Mrs. Phyllis Munroe.
Judith Burke, a Seventh Grade
pupil, played piano selections, and
thc Melody Kings led by Roger
Calderwood, also entertained. Re
freshments were served and the
program closed with group singing
led by Lorimer Walker, accompan
ied by Mrs. Esther Rogers.

Subscribe to Thc Courier-Gazette

WAL&G THEATRE
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneei
'alnrdiii at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
SATURDAY ONLY
MARCH 22
Double Feature:
Sally Farrest, Mickey Rooney
Wm. Demarest, James Craig in
"TIIE STRIP"
also on the program
Rex Allen in
"SILVER CITY BONANZA"
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MARCH 23-24
Vera-Ellen. Ired Astaire
Marjorie Main. Keenan Wynn
in
“THE BEEEE OF NEW YORK”
In Technicolor

,
,

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
MARCH 25-26-27
Kirk Douglas. Patrice Wymore,
Eva Miller in
"THE BIG TREES”
In Technicolor

.1
COMING SOON!

“TWO TICKETS
TO BROADWAY”

SHA0

SUNDAY AND MONDAY—2 DAYS ONLY

4AMM0TH REDWOODS! MAMMOTH ADVENTURED
Warner
Bros.

FMBNKNT

SUNDAY AND
MONDAY ONLY

DRAMA . . .

HUMOR . . .
ROMANCE . . ,
Richly endow this moving ap
praisal of family life under
impart of America's Call to
Arms!

DANA ANDREWS
DOROTHY McGUIRE
FARLEY GRANGER

Now! $110 Cash Night
Frankie Laine, Terry' Moore

“SUNNY SIDE
of the STREET”

John Twist 4 James R. Webb-Felix Feist

v

Today—“MEET DANNY WILSON”—Frank Sinatra

In Supercinecolor
2nd Hit—Tim Holt Western

“Overland Telegraph”

Plus "Roar of Iron Horse” Ch. 15

STARTS NEXT TUESDAY-WED.-THURS.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Sunday at 3.00—6.30—8,30
Monday at 2.00—7.00—9.00

I

M-B-M's NEW
TECHNICOLOR
MUSICAL)
Fred actually
dances on airl

Nominated For 5 Academy Awards

Now At Our Regular Prices

*1

sews/1

over meant so
much to so
mony people...

i
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ENDS SATURDAY

Frederic March

“DEATH OF
A SALESMAN”

A Streetcar

Named Desire
BRANDO
KIM HUNTER ■ KARL MALDEN

ROCKLAND

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Social Matters

SEJANUS CURRIER 90 TODAY

Page Seven

ChHdfen'S COMer

Charming Recital j

Piano Pupils Of Mrs. Nettie
Averill Showed Great
Ability

Spring Flowers

Leslie Rich Tells the Warm
Story Of the Crocus

Legend bestowed the name upon
The piano pupils of Mrs. Nettie
this little gem of the Spring gar
Prank Russell is ill at his home at
Mrs. D. Robert McCarty is the
M. Averill appeared in a charming
den. Mercury was playing at his
guest of her sister and brother- 138 Thomaston street.
recital on Tuesday at her Crescent
favorite game of quoits with the
____
H
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John Moore
| street home. The foUowing pro- I
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Knight are
lad,
Krokos. In great excitement.
in Jamaica, L.I., N.Y., while await
! gram was exquisitely handled by
AND GIVE
Mercury overshot the hob at which
ing the arrival of the Queen Mary in Nassau, having a wonderful
! the talented young people and re
prom there they go to
he was aiming and Krokos fell to
in New York. Her mother, Mrs. time.
flected great credit on Mrs. AverGENEROUSLY
the ground, killed by the blow.
Alice Yarr and her mother's sis Havana for two days and then back
; ill’s art as a teacher of piano. She !
The use of the Red Cross as the badge and flag of societies formed . . . .
ter, Mrs. Ruby Hughes and daugh to the States. They saw Sylvia
for
aid
of
the
sick
and
wounded
in
time
of
war
(also
general
world
disAmld lamentation and tears, Mer; received beautiful floral gifts from
ter Miss May Hughes of Belfast, Sidney ln person in “O Mistress
the pupils as testimonials of affec asters and distressi was adopted at a conference held at Geneva, Switz- cury buried the body,and immedierland, in 1863. The conference was partly due to a Swiss book by Henri ately the spot was covered with
Ireland, are among the passengers. Mine.”
tion. Refreshments were served Dunant, describing the plight of the wounded at the Battle of Solferino ''Crocus'’ blossoms
Mrs. Yarr and Miss Hughes will
with Mrs. Lillian Lord, Mrs. Vivian ‘ in 1859, and was held in Switzerland because that country was regarded
Larry Lufkin was honored at a
lne crotus ls a
known and
make New York their permanent
! Lord and Mrs. Faith Berrv assist- as a neutral ground. The Swiss ensign of a white cross on a red ground
was reversed to make the "Red Cross” flag.
! well loved plant. Almost stemleS6,
home and Mrs. Hughes will remain birthday party last Saturday at his
j ing.
____________ it grows from a bulb, or corm, with
home on 12 Cedar street. Those
in the States for six months.
The program:
slender,
grass-like leaves and
who helped celebrate his birthday
| Duet—Robin Redbreast,
Terry
SCRAPBOOK FACTS
Massachusetts legislature in 1835 bright yellow blossoms,
Larry Lufkin of 12 Cedar street is were Dicky and Bobby Young, David
|
Eunice and Helen Winslow
JOHN GREENLEAF W HITTIER
and 1336.
, Long before it was planted for
Mazzeo, Roger Young, Roger Row
j So'os—
seriously ill at his home.
I have beside me a small book,
|
Evening
Bells,
(with
poem),
He was well known as a leading it£ beauty, the crocus was cullvated
ling, Douglas Knowlton, Richard
Thompson four inches wide—five and a half anti-slavery mart
man and did much ,for use as a dye Roman woman
John R. Stratton celebrated his Gray, John Lufkin and sister
Judy Carver
colored their hair with its brew.
9th birthday Tuesday night at the Patty Ann. Due to illness the fol
Viewing The Parade,
Rungee inches deep and one and a quarter work in aid of the movement. In
Irish women tinted their linens
lowing
w«
r
e
not
able
to
attend,
Katherine
Simmons
Bunker street home of his parents,
inches in thickness. It is a well- 1849 he published a volume of anti- with it until Henry VIII forbada
[
Air
from
Surprise
Symphony,
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Stratton. Ernest Fowles, Paul Iott, Scott
Haydn read volume, reddish brown cover, slavery verses entitled "Voices of the practice. In the Old World, it
Buffet
supper
was
followed Teeny and Mrs. Teeney. A jolly
Francis Turnbull
Iwas a custom to tinge the Lenten
published by James R. Osgood & Freedom.”
by' a jolly game period. In the ! time was had hy all.
Priscilla On Sunday,
Bilbro
Co. (late Ticknor and Fields, and
Whittier’s literary work usually CakeS with its golden hue’ In fact’
Cheryl Nickerson
happy group were: Anna Raye,
crocus is the Greek word for saf| The Swan,
Myra Adler Fields, Osgood and Co.) of Boston.
Mr. and Ml's. Andrew Demuth
appeared in periodicals, and a few jron
Carol Sulin, Donald Pendleton,
Verna
Marie
Studley
It
is
a
complete
edition
of
“
The
Willard Carter, Bobby Sukeforth, received word yesterday of the ar
Liebestraum,
Liszt Poetical Works of John Greenleaf years of his life were unmarked
In anefent Kashmir, the use of
Steven Blackman
George Sprowl, Marcia and Hazel rival of their daughter-in-law Mrs.
by production. He ranks as one of saffron, a color distilled from the
1
Whittier."
The
date
of
publication
Harlan
Demuth
and
son
Gregory,
(ill))
Bickford and Dennis Simmons.
Sejar.us turner is 90 today and is holding open house at the home Dance of the Automatons, Lerman is 1876.
the foremost American poets, a crocus, was the sole privilege of
in Bremerhaven, Germany enroute
the rajahs. During the reign of
of his daughter, Mrs. Bert Smith on Pleasant Street. Born in Eden on
Janet
Ripley
On
the
flyleaf,
written
in
beau

to
Kessel
where
they
will
make
writer
of simplicity, sincerity, di
The first half of the Modern Play
Mt. Desert Island, hc has made his home in Kockland for the past 82 Happy Farmer.
Schumann tiful (now faded somewhat) pen
Edward III, an English traveler in
their
home
with
her
husband,
Sgt.
rectness and fervor.
years, following the trades of cook of sailing ships, mate on hay vessels
will foe presented at the meeting
Bradley Pettegrove
Kashmir, risked his life by stealing
manship, is the following—G.M.B.
His verse is often disfigured by one of the bulbs. Arriving safely
of the Shakespeare Society, Mon lc Harlan Demuth. Mrs Demuth and kiln and woolen mill worker in later years. He is the oldest living Duet—Dance of the Little
member of the Sons of Union Veterans and is still able to read his copy
Christman
’
76,
Hattie
Wyman
—
a
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wooden
Shoes,
Ketterer
faulty rhyming, but this is re home, in Walden, England, he
day night at the home of Mrs.
of The Courier-Gazette without glasses. The Courier and Currier have Thelma Winslow and Susan Eaton gift that brought G.M.B. and many
Forrest Huff of Guilford.
deemed by his unfailing sincerity planted it. This single bulb grew
Eleanor Wasgatt, Talbot avenue.
gotten along well over the years. The Courier has provided him with news Solos—
others to follow, a happiness and and earnestness. In poems deal
for 82 years and Currier now makes news for The Courier.
Cascade in the Mountain, Koehler
and flourished to such an extent
soul contentment. On one page is ing with New England life, Whit
A neighborhood-sponsored sur
Helen Winslow
Stearns-Fuller
that the town became known as
Hayes a note by the author himself: “To tier may be said to have achieved Saffron Walden.
Phyllis Brewer as marshall and Evening Bells,
prise baby shower, which was
Alice May Puller, daughter of
Emblems Elect
Kathryn Argyle
the edition of 1857. In these permanence.
pleasing in every way was held
Tillie Anastasio, chaplain.
Legend tells that AEson moaned
Boy Scouts On Parade.
Martin volumes for the first time, a com
Wednesday night at the home of Mrs. Alice K. Puller and the late
Two of the poems that will linger and groaned because he had grown
Robert Lord
Named to the committee for the
Frank
BPuller,
was
married
to
plete collection of my poetical writ long in your columnist’s memory old and infirm. Medea's heart was
Mrs. Thelma Parsons Head cooked food sale to be held March Theme from Tschaikcwsky,
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Stratton,
ings has been made. White it is sat are Whittier's "Barbara Frietchie" touched by his sorrow and she pre
Joyce Gregory
Bunker street, honoring Mrs. Eliza Theodore J Stearns, son of Mrs.
Of
Elks
Ladies
’
Order
29 were: Adah Roberts, chairman; Valse,
Wright isfactory to know that these and “The Barefoot Boy.” He was
beth Sprowl, who received many Mildred Stearns of Camden, at
pared an elixer of Life for him.
For Coming Year
Alice Lord
Senatobia,
Miss
,
on
March
1.
The
,
Bernice
Holbrook,
Myrtle
Nelson.
scattered children of my brain have elected to the “Hall of Fame” in Accidently, a few drops of the
lovely gifts. Those attending were:
Dorothy Blake
couple were attended by Mr. and | Mrs. Thelma Parsons, teacher in Bernice Dunbar. Kathleen Spruce Pop Corn,
found a home, I cannot regret that 1905.
Mrs. Ruth Benner, Mrs. Priscilla
Eunice Winslow
magical brew fell upon the ground.
Mrs. William Larte of the U. S Rockland’s South School, was elect and Gladys Rokes.
Bugles and Drums, Stanford K.ng I have been unable, by reason of
Sukeforth, Mrs. Jean McClure, Mrs.
(The End)
Whereever it touched the earth, a
Donald Hamalainen
illness, to give that attention to
Mary Raye, Mrs. Josephine Sulin, Naval Air Station at Memphis, ed president of the Rockland Emb
crocus blossom grew.
My First Waltz,
Rol-eth their ■ revision and arrangement
Tenn. Mrs. Stearns is a graduate
Remember always to get the
Mrs. Lucille Raye, Mrs. Lucille Ray
It
Worked!
Bonnie
Billings
lem
Club
Thursday
evening.
She
For social items in The Couriermond, Mrs. Millicent Rackliffe, of Rockland High School and is succeeds Mrs. Adah Roberts, who
The Spinning Wheel,
Wolpaw which respect for the opinions of facts—gossip is poison, but truth
rvow in the WAVES, attending .
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tt
Susan Eaton
others and my own afterthoughts is the antidote.
Mrs. Barbara Woo6ter, Mrs. Ruth
Jolt Of Three The Little Nut Tree (with poem). and experience demand.
NATTC School at U. S. Naval Air served as the group’s first leader. Lightning
Harrington, Mi's. Lottie Stratton
Installation of the new officers
Station in Memphis, Tenn. Mr
Years Ago Saved In- Marlowe, Thelma Winslow Benson “That there arc pieces in this col
and Mrs. Edna Oiffin. Buffet
Easter Coloring Contest
Stearns attended Camden Schools will be held May 11 with Supreme
lection which I would ‘willingly let
ebriate
Janice Bickford
lunch was followed by a social eve
arid is in the UB. Navy, recently President, Mrs. Evelyn Pazik and
(a) Lazy Mary, ,
Thompson die’ lam free to confess. But now
Below are the rules governing the coloring contest which is
ning.
her suite serving as installing of
Scmcthing new in tjie way of al <b) Let Us Sing A Merry Lay,
to consist of four pictures, similar to the one used today. If you
returning from Japan.
it is too late to disown them, and
ficers.
are in the age group given, then join the Easter coloring contest
ibis for intoxication was offered by
Susan Hall
We now have a complete line of'
I must submit to the inevitable pen
and
win a cash award.
Waterfall,
Dungan
Serving with President Parsons a defendent in Municipal Court
Read The Courier-Gazette
new shoes. Many styles and colors'
alty of poetical, as well as other
Carol Lunden
the coming year will be: Vice Presi Friday morning.
(3S
Second Mazurka,
to choose from. $298 up. See our
Godard sins. There are others, intimately
dent, Vivian Whittier; recording
When arraigned he pleaded in
Jean Merrill
windows and see samples in our
connected with the author’s life and
secretary, June Swanson; corre nocent, claiming that he suffered Valse,
Chopin
store. Endicott-Johnson.
36-lt |
times, which owe their tenacity of
Carol Elwell
sponding secretary, Marion Cook: from ‘dizzy spells” since being
WANTED
vitality to the circumsances under
Valse
Brillante,
Mana-Zucca
financial secretary, Deris Moores: struck by lightening three years
Alberta Sprague, guest soloist
which they were written, and the
CAPABLE
GIRL
treasurer,
Pauline
Schofield;
threeago.
WANTED
(a former pupil)
events by which they were suggest
year trustee, Bernice Freeman:
WANTED
Recorder Alfred Strout let the
Helen Waltz, formerly with Al’s
ed. The long poem of ’Mogg MeFor Oeneral Office Work
Hairdressing Salon, is now avail
First assistant marshal, Elva Le- man off with $2.70 costs of court Super Good Time
gone’ was in a great measure, com
able for Shampooing, Finger
Gage; second assistant marshal, on the theory that a man who had
ARTHUR L. ORNE, Inc.
posed in early life; and it scarcely
Waving, Cold Waves of all kinds
Rose Soffayer;
survived a lightening bolt deserved Promised For All At Red is necessary to say that its sibject
and Machineless Waves. Will go
INSURANCE
Organist,
Velzora
Plourde;
press
some consideration.
out by appointment any place in
TEL. 1042
204 BROADWAY
Cross Benefit Card Party is not such as the writer would have
Knox County. For appointment
correspondent, Myra Watts; histori
ROCKLAND,
ME.
chosen at any subsequent period.
iail befoTe 9 A. M. or after 6
Next Tuesday
an,
Ida
Clark;
first
guard,
Alsy
Chicago
contemplates
a
new
elec

35-39
P. M. Tel. 904-R.
J. G W., Amesbury, 18th 3rd. mo.,
Moody; seoond guard, Elizabeth tion rule: "No shooting within fifty j
.. 36-37
A public card party with plenty 1857.”
Guay. President Parsons appointed feet of the polls.”
of oomph and helping a royal good
You will note these poems were
cause as well will be held Tuesday written in 1857 and earlier and
I night at Legion Home under the published in 1876. There are 505
sponsorship of the Lions and Lady pages of small print in this volume,
[ Lions. Every penny of the pro hundreds of his own poems and
ceeds will go to the Red Cross and nine poems by Elizabeth H. Whitthe sponsors hope for a very large tier—as he expresses in a forenote,
1 attendance to swell the receipts. “my beloved sister who passed
Any card game you wish to play away.”
will be provided for and the door
John Greenleaf Whittier, some
prize, a handsome ham, and the
times called the “Quaker Poet” wae
fine table prizes will rend special
born in Haverhill, Mass. He was a
interest.
descendant of an immigrant to NewMrs. Katherine Akers of the
England in 1638. whose children be
Lady Lions is the energetic general
came members of the “Society of
chairman with Mrs. Sue Nelson
and Mrs. Inez Harden as co-chair - Friends.” His life as a youth was
mcn. The Lady Lions provided the spent on his father’s farm.
He showed an early talent for
door prize, the table prizes and
a startlingly valuable money cor verse and published his first poem
sage which will be disposed of dur at the age of 18, in the Free Press,
ing the evening. The ladies have an anti-slavery paper edited by
joined the Lions in doing all the William Lloyd Garrison. In 1829
great amount of work entailed and he became editor of the American
the members of Winslow-Holbrook Manufacturer, published in Boston,
Millions of Americans this month are making it
Merritt Post capped the climax by and the following year was editor
donating th? hall to the good cause. of the Haverhill Gazette. In 1830
a special point to invite their triends into their chinches
Many other pleasing features are he was made editor of the New
in prospect and the price will be England Review at Hartford, Conn,
and synagogues — as freely and frequently as they
low as you may see by looking at a post which he held till ill health
the advertisement on page one of dbliged him to resign in 1832.
ask them to their homes You’ll find that sharing
1. Contest limited to boys and girls between the ages of 6 and 10.
Here he published his first volume
this issue.
2. All entries must be received on or before April 21, 1952, to be
of prose sketches and poems,
eligible.
j*******************************;
your faith does something tor you, and for your
legends of New England, 1831.
3. Paints or crayons may be used to color the pictures.
4.
Prizes awarded on the basis of neatness, accuracy and ap
On his return to Haverhill he
friends as well . . it grows when it’s shared ... and
pearance. Judges' decisions final.
worked on his father’s farm, and
5. In rase of a tie, prizes will be awarded at the discretion of
This Week’s Hit Parade was a delegate to the anti-slavery
the judges.
your friendships grow, too.
6. Employees of this newspaper and their families not eligible.
convention in Philadelphia, 1833.
BY RCA VICTOR He
THE CHILDREN'S CORNER.
represented his district in the
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Look Who's Here!

SENTER-CRANE’S

Take someone to church this week ...
you’ll both be richer for it

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Bell Sisters
TELL ME WHY
Eddie Fisher
BLUE TANGO
Hugo Winterhalter
SLOW POKE
Pee Wee King!;
BERMUDA
Bell Sisters

Available en Both
45 RPM and 78 RPM Speeds

It’s Fun
To Buy Records at
Senter Crane’s
• Large, comfortable audition
booth.
• Newest high-fidelity demon
stration players.
• Competent, courteous person
nel.
• Large (and growing larger)
selection of records—All 3
speeds.
» We solicit orders for unusual
records.

SENTER-CRANE’S
Contributed in behalf of the Religion jn American Life Program

Record Dept.—Basement.
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.

Distinctive
Handbags........
These entirely new handsome Handbags are

made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid
colors.

Each containing a small coin purse of

matching material.
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are feather light in your hand.
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of the Mercer, so near that aixteen
others were able to leap to safety
onto the fantall of the cutter.
Now there were 13 men left on
the tanker. Several weeks before,
in the closing days of December,
1951, the Flying Enterprise had
John M. Richardson
begun to sink far at sea. but her
brave captain, Kurt Carlsen, de
cided to remain aboard and at
tempt to save his craft. He had
y.
clung tenaciously to the freighter,
but after many days she sank be
neath him and he was saved. Evi
dently impressed by CarLsen’s great
feat, the 13 men may have decided
to emulate the great captain, and
remained aboard.
That same Tuesday I had flown
out to the scene of disaster to pho
tograph the wrecks in still shots
and moving pictures. At that time
*
I sighted a man aboard the bow of
the Pendleton. Firing back over
the scene, I couldn’t detect any
one standing there, and assumed
that perhaps I had been mistaken.
Nevertheless. I continued to won
der about it. That night, on a spe
cial Yankee Network broadcast
concerning the twin, wrecks, I told
of the mah I had seen below on
the deck.
One of those who listened to my
j ory of the man on the tanker
was Sergeant Herbert Hale of the
State Police at Hyannis, Cape Cod.
Strangely enough, the following
Sundaj’ I drove to Cape Cod to
Here to an aerial close up of the rear section of the Ft rt Mercer with a large group of survivors showing aft make additional pictures from the
shore, and stopped at the State
of the stack. This section was salvaged after a ruggle. Coast Guard photo, courtesy Lieut. Snow.
Police headquarters there. He re
minded me that he had heard the
broadcast concerning the man on
the tanker, when just then there
came over the radio the news that
a man had been found aboard the
tanker, a few feet from where I
had seen the sailor. Thus my belief
was confirmed and I started at
once for Chatham.
There I found that that very
morning the seas had calmed
enough for the crew of the salvage
tug Curb to go aboard the stranded
bow of the Pendleton. Searching
through the forecastle, they had
, <
found the body of Herman Gatlin
in a forecastle locker room, his
partially-clothed
remains
sur
rounded by sand bags. He probably
had frozen to death that follow
ing night.
Of the 84 men aboard the two
tankers, nine on the Pendleton and
/ME?
five from the Fort Mercer met their
death at sea, because of disaster.
Seventy men were saved by the
Coast Guard because of extreme
bravery and determination. But it
was a unique disaster—the break
“*’S**f
■ I i
ing in two of two tankers of the
The hut moments of the bow section of the tanker Pendleton, caught b.v a Coast Guard camera, courtesy
same type, both within about 20
Lieut. Snow.
miles of each other and only a few
er’s bow, and the stormy journey hours apart.
"GREAT GALES and DIRE DISASTERS" across to thc Yakutat was success- I can do no better in ending this
' fully accomplished. Captain Paet account than by quoting from the
[THE TWO-TANKER GALE OF 1952]
Herewith appears an outstanding bit of virile sea literature from the zel was seriously ill at the time, official statement of Admiral Har
gifted pen of Edward Rowe Snow. This is a preview of a section of his and later developed pneumonia, old G. Bradbury, in charge of the
newest book “Great Gales and Dire Disasters" due to be published next but had been reluctant to leave his
First District, United States Coast
August.—Ed.
I ship.
Guard, when he issued the follow
PART III
| Now, there were two men left on ing statement to the surfboat crew
Another rescue attempt was be-1 was helping his shipmates get the bow, and it was decided to at which participated in the rescue
tempt their rescue by life raft. In of the 32 seamen soon after the
gun at 6 o’clock that night, when aboard. Nevertheless, the rescue of
a daring maneuver, a life raft was rescue:
the
32
men
from
the
stern
of
the
Boatswain’s Mate Bernard C. Web
, floated across to the bow, and two
Your utter disregard for your
Pendleton
was
one
of
the
epics
of
ber of Milton, Massachusetts, with
i men managed to climb aboard.
own safety in crossing the haz
Andrew Fitzgerald, Richard Live- the Atlantic.
ardous waters of Chatham Bar
Back out to sea, many other res They were Second Mate Willard F.
sley, and Irving Maske, started out
Fahrner of Winthrop, Mass., and
in mountainous seas, extreme
on a Coast Guard motor surfboat cue craft were active in the vicin
Third Officer Vincent A. Galdon of
darkness, and falling snow dur
ity
of
the
Fort
Mercer,
whose
bro

for the stranded stern of the Pen
Bayonne,
N.
J.
Cnee
aboard
the
ing a violent Winter gale to res
dleton. A short time later he guid ken bow and stern were hourly
raft the men were unable to re
cue from imminent death 32
ed his surfboat across the bar. drifting toward a position far off
lease the safety line which held the
of the 33 crew members on the
Nantucket.
Shortly
after
1.30
p.
m.
Time after time the breaking waves
life raft to the Mercer, because of
stranded stem section of the
threatened to engulf his craft, but the crew of a PBY plane flying
frozen
hands,
and
it
was
ill-fated tanker minutes be
the superior work of Webber at overhead were unable to see any
only by backing up and snapping
fore it capsized on the bar re
one
below
on
the
tanker,
but
visi

the tiller carried them safely out
i the line that the Yakutat finally
flect great credit on you and
to the stern of the tanker. It was bility cleared shortly afterwards, ! freed the rope which held the life
through you on the entire ser
and
survivors
were
noticed.
seamanship of the highest caliber
I raft to the tanker.
vice.
which kept the surfboat from pitchAbout an hour later the military
[The coal barge Wedena, previThe two officers were quickly
poling on several occasions. Arriv transpo/t Short Splice approached
j ously stranded with the barge
hauled
close
to
the
side
of
the
ing at the stern of the Pendleton the bow of the tanker where nine
Fitzpatrick off Monomoy, was be
the four Coast Guardsmen were men were marooned. Joined later Yakutat, where several seamen
ing repaired when another storm
ready to start rescue operations.
by the Yakutat, the transport stood from the rescue craft leaped into
|
caught
five workmen aboard the
the
sea
and
assisted
in
bringing
There were then 33 members of by for several hours. During this
Wadena. Captain Eldridge organ
the crew alive on that portion of period five men were lost from the Fahrner and Gaidon aboard.
With the last man off the bow ized a lifeboat crew which reached
the wreck, but Webber realized that bow because of the giant waves
of the Mercer, Commander Naab the craft, but on the return jour
the entire stern of the tanker was then sweeping over the deck.
in a precarious position, and might
With the coming of dawn condi ordered the bow sunk by gunfire ney the workmen became fright
capsize at almost any moment. As tions for possible rescue appeared to before she might become a menace ened and upset the lifeboat, and
all but Surfman Seth L. Ellis
rapidly as possible he started res have improved. Shortly before 11 to navigation.
cue operations. One by one the sur Commander Joseph Naab of the
Back on the stern of the Mercer drowned. Ellis was saved by the
vivors came down the Jacob’s Lad Yakutat ordered a lifeboat put ov 1 the remainder of the craw awaited ■ heroic efforts of Captain Elmer
der over the side of the tanker to er and a daring attempt was made j rescue. Using a life raft attached Maj’o, who had been aboard the
leap into the surfboat. All were to rescue Captain Frederick C. : to a line which ran from the East- Fitzpatrick. A tall monument near
successful except one man, George Paetzel and Purser Edward E Tur wind to the tanker, the Coast Chatham Light commemorates the
Myers, a three-hundred-pound sea ner from the bow. After harrowing Guardsmen rescued three more event.]
(The End)
man known as "Tiny” to his friends. adventures, the two men were put 1 men, while a short time later the
Myers was crushed to death as he aboard the Lfeboat from the tank ' Acushnet ran in close to the stem
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lady—(Helen Jones May) a real
artist in her own right. The organ
ist, was also fine. The names I have
marked in the chorus, Eldridge
Austin, and Dorothy Austin, are
my nephew and his wife. He is a
brother of Malcolm, another neph
ew, has a tenor voice, does quite a
lot of solo work, and is a member
of St. James Episcopal Church
Choir. Malcolm, as you know, is a
baritone, and is soloist in the Meth
odist Church at Crestwood, N. J.,
where Evelyn, his wife, is organist."
And speaking of churches and in
particular the Episcopal Church, I
must tell you of an interesting ex
perience I had at Rockland's St.
Peters Church Thursday night of
last week. Through a friend of
Father Kenyon got word to me
that he’d like to have me come to
meet Father Leopold Damrosch
and to hear him conduct a “choir
rehearsal" of hymns and liturgical
music. Yes, I know the name
Damrosch makes you take notice
Father Leopold is the great great
grandson of Leopold Damrosch,
father of the famous Walter and
Frank. He is rector at Hulls Cove—
the Church of Our Father, a section
he is familiar with since his fam
ily have Summered on Mt. Desert
for many years. He corner with a
richlj- endowed background through
mission work in Bontoc, Balbalasang, Besao and Manila, all ln the
Missionary District in the Philip
pines.

Portland friends have written me
enthusiastically about the concert
given by Arthur Fiedler and the
Boston “Pops” Orchestra in that
city Feb. 21. Sponsored by the
Portland Kiwanis Club, for the
benefit of the Underprivileged Child
Fund, it cost the club $5,000. How
ever, despite the initial expense,
{2,030 was cleared and the Or
chestra is engaged for a concert
next year. Several hundred people
were turned away the night of the
concert.
The two mo6t ambitious numbers
on the program were the Concerto
for Organ and Orchestra in D mi
nor (Handel t and Mendelssohn’s
Sjrnphony in A major. No. 4, known
as the "Italian.” Wilfred Themblay
was the organ soloist—wasn't it
Mr. Tremblay who dedicated the
organ at St. Bernard's last year?
Leo Litwin was piano soloist in
Gershwin's “Rhapsody in Blue.”
alwajts a hit The enchanting "Der
Rosenkavalier” Waltzes was pro
grammed, and a few character and
light numbers such as "Fiddle
Paddle” and "Chicken Reel" (An
derson) and selections from "South
Pacific."
• • * *

A thoughtful and carefully pre
pared leaflet has-been issued by
Kora Shrine announcing the pre
sentation of Mendelssohn’s “Eli
jah" by The Chanters of Kora
Temple, assisted b.v members of the
Eastern Star and Masonic bodies,
next month—Fortlund City Hall,
April 7; Lewiston City Hall. April
8. and Cony High School, Augusta,
April 14. There will be a chorus of
159 voices, with leading soloists
from several communities. Erie B.
Renwick is directing.
The leaflet which touches on
chaotic world conditions, stresses
the need of strength to lead us back
to the firm principles and convic
tions which enabled our fore
fathers to establish here a mighty
country. Faith in God and faith in
ourselves is the crying need. With
this thought “Elijah” was chosen,
for Elijah was the strong man of
old who led his people back to
God, and morality is magnificent
ly portrayed in Mendelssohn's im
mortal oratorio. Tljis oratorio is
considered the finest work of its
kind ever written. It was flrst per
formed at Birmingham, England,
Aug. 26, 1846.

From Hulls Cove he will work in
the Hancock County Mission try
ing to establish more permanent
work in some centers there. He is
a graduate of Kent, Yale and the
General Seminary, and was or
dained in 1939. I tried to guess his
age—it could be around forty, al
though he has a certain quality of
boyish charm that can’t be tied up
with a definite age. He has great
charm of manner, and a warm
friendliness that is most appealing.
Father Damrosch prefaced the
"rehearsal” by telling of his exper
iences in music in the mission field
in the Philippines, how the people
loved music and how they would
come up over the hills singing with
all their hearts even before the
church was reached. The “choir
rehearsal” itself was really to
teach the congregation how to
sing hj’mns and liturgical music,
particularly hymns which are a vi
tal part of any church service if
sung with meaning and feeling.
The several hymns were studied
as to phrasing and expression, some
of them bit by bit. He would have
the men sing by themselves, then
the women, and end with a general
outpouring of everyone. One could
feel that the Damrosch musical
heritage of many generations has
come down to this sincere young
rector.
The study of the liturgical music
was chosen from "Missa de Ange
lis” and the portions explained and
taught by Father Damrosch were
Kyrie Eleison, Sanctus Benedictus
and Agnus Dei. Prefacing each one

• « • •

One of the high lights of the
concert March 26 to benefit Jackie
Hupper will be Florence Rendell
Cross, soprano of Augusta, whose
lovely voice and charming person
ality have won her many admirers
in this section through concert ap
pearances in Rockland and Thom
aston.
Mrs. Cross has sent along the
numbers she is to sing, so we can
anticipate the pleasure we are go
ing to have when we hear her—
"Ah! Non Credea Mirarti" (Could
I Believe) from Bellini's "La Sonnambula"; "11 Bacio” (The Kiss)
(Arditi); Drink To Me Only With
Thine Eyes (Old English,; Were
My Songs With Wings Provided”
(Hahn,; "Love’s In My Heart"
(Woodman) and “Make Believe”
from "Show Boat.”
•* • *
From Mrs. Leonora Waller comes
the program of the Community
Lenten Service of the Crescendo
Club of Atlantic City, given in the
Church of Epiphany March 5. The
program was given in two parts:
Part 1 devoted to organ, choral and
solo work with numbers by Brahms,
Bach, Mozart, Macfarlene, Chris
tiansen and Maunder, and Part II
largely devoted to selections from
such works as "The Crucifixion,"
"The Seven Last Words,” and num
bers by Bach and Brahms.
Mrs. Waller writes on the pro
gram that the service was very well
done—"not only the soloists, but
PROVIDENT FIRE INS. CO.OF the chorus as well, the conductor, a

NEW HAMPSHIRE
111 John St., New York, 38, N. Y.

ANNOUNCING

“Fish Scales and Stone Chips”
BY SIDNEY L. WINSLOW

After years of study the ace historian of Vinaihaven will
soon ready for distrifiution his fascinating, illustrated
HISTORY OF
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

$5.00 per copy

($5.50 FOR AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY)
Write Mr. Winslow at Vinaihaven, enclosing check, cash or money order and

your copy will be mailed promptly as received from the publisher.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Bonds,
$3934305 06
Stocks,
, 96,831.09
Cash and Bank Deposits, 246,754.49
Agents’ Balances or
Uncollected Premiums, 474,496.80
Other Assets,
18,07734

MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH &
ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION
Omaha. Nebraska

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Bonds,
$92,979 933 52
Stocks,
591893657
Cash & BankDeposits, 11961.042 44
Agents’ Balances,
1511904.37
Other Assets,
59,147.92
Total Assets,

$111,030954.82

LIABILITIES, SURPLUS. ETC.

Reserve for Losses, $36,114,770.73
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses,
659,953.87
Reserve for Unearned Pre
miums,17521,130.33
Reserve for Taxes,
2.47795154
Other Liabilities,
3,740,322.03
Total liabilities,

$60513,428.50

Spec. Surplus Funds,
Unassigned Funds,
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,

$5300,000.00
45217526.32
$50517526.32

$111,030954.82
33-S-39

Total,

UNITED STATES BRANCH
CAR and GENERAL INSURANCE
CORPOR VITON, LTD.
London, England
111 John SL, New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Bonds,
$4588,723.25
Stocks,
693,085.00
Cash & Bank Deposits, 360,751.20
Agents Balances or
Uncollected Premiums, 490,10696
Other Assets,
90,638.32

Total Assets,
$4,770.464 80
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER. FUNDS
Reserve for Losses,
$56091261
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Total Assets,
$6,223906.03
ment Expenses,
16,026.04
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Unearned
OTHER FUNDS ■
$2,038,451.00
Premiums,
1,740,46233 Reserve for Losses,
Reserve for Taxes,
114966.21 Reserve for Loss Adjust
All other Liabilities,
66,153.77
ment Expenses.
428922.00
Reserve for Unearned
Total Liabilities,
$2,497,72096
Premiums,
1,740,136.59
Capital Paid Up or Statutory
Reserve for Taxes,
90,632.42
298973.06
Deposit,
$1,000,000.00 All Other Liabilities,
Un assigned Funds
(Surplus),
1972.743 83
Total Liabilities,
$4,596985.07
Surplus as Regards
Statutory Deposit,
750,000.00
Policyholders,
2,272,743.83 Unassigned Funds,
(Surplus),
877,20296
Surplus as Regards Policy
Total,
$4,770,464.69
C. H. TAPLEY, Agent
holders,
$1,627,020.96
81 Union St.,
Rockland, Me.
Total,
Tel. 414-R
$6923.306 03
33-6-38

■‘‘‘4

NATIONAL GRANGE MUTUAL
LIABILITY COMPANY
Keene, N. H.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Bonds,
$8,394900.61
Stocks,
798,483.00
Realty Owned,
126,000.00
Mortgage Loans on Realty, 312,731 96
Cash & Bank Deposits, 2,252314.61
Agents’ Balances,
1944983.06
Other Assets,
9738796
Total Assets,

$13926,101.13

LIABILITIES, ETC

Reserve for Losses,
$3.469375.00
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
Expenses,
346937 50
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
4,147,662.66
Reserve for Taxes,
265,000.00
All Other Liabilities,
1,874993.75
Total Liabilities,
Spec. Surplus Funds,
1 Statutory Deposit,

I Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
1 Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
I

33-6-38 1

Total,

$10.10396890
$322,83293
1,400,000.00

1,400,00090
3,122,832 23
13936,101.13
38-6-38

Father Kenyon played some very
fine records which added to the
value. While liturgical music is at
its best when performed by trained
choirs, often boys, it is good for a
congregation to have a more inti
mate acquaintance with its mean
ing.
It is not amiss to mention here
that Father Kenyon himself has
made an extensive study of the
Gregorian Chant, Plainsong. etc. I
have always remembered a talk I
heard him give many years ago on
the Gregorian Chant.
•• • •
It was a great disappointment to
me that I could not go to Bangor
to hear Monique de la Bruchollerie
the French pianist who has creat
ed such a sensation in her first ap
pearances in this country. I had
the invitation, and from delightful
friends, but I just could not make
it. However, I am grateful to these
friends for bringing back a pro
gram for me and for giving me
j
some intimate details of the con
cert which was superb.
It might be said that Charles
Munch, conductor of the Boston
i Sj-mphony, is repsonsible for bring
ing—let’s call her Monique—to
this country for it was under his
baton that she played her flrst
important concert and scored her
first great triumph, with the Paris
Conservatory Orchestra in 1941—
playing three concertos tn that one
evening. Her success was so gTeat
that she was engaged for three
years exclusively by the Conserva
tory Orchestra to play under
Munch.
And when she played with the
Boston Symphony on Dec. 14 and
15 here in this country, she just
took every one by storm. Inciden
tally Monique studied with Isidore
Philipp, an internationally known
name, while at the Paris Conserva
tory.
Those who heard here in Bangor
echoed what the New York and
Boston reviewers had to say of
her—youth
and
temperament,
marvelous physical and technical
control, and a charming modesty
and sincerity in bearing as well
as in her work. Her Bangor pro
gram was made up largely of "small
pieces"—Brahms Waltzes, Schubert
Waltzes, Debussy numbers, Poulenc’
“Pastourelle” and "Toccata” ap
peared, as did Ibert’s "Little White
Donkey.” For
more ambitious
numbers she did Beethoven’s
•Ecossaises,” Chopin's Ballade in
F minor, opus 52, and Saint-Saens’
“Etude de concert.”
She had flown to Bangor from
New York and had the concert be
gun at 8 o'clock to enable her to
fly back to New York directly after
the concert to sail for Paris at
midnight. When she arrived there
had been a little difficulty when
she protested about the stiff action
of the piano, but listener's were
not aware of anything like this, as
the notes rippled and sang with ut
most ease.
At the piano she is most grace
ful and with great simplicity of
manner. When coming on to the
stage and leaving the stage, and
acknowledging applause, she seems
almost like an awkward youngster,
little bobbing nods, a certain rush
as if she wanted it over and done
with. This can be explained doubt
less in that she suffers from terri
ble stage fright—"It doesn’t do
any good to console me," she says,
“the more people tell me to relax,
the worse I get.”
Monique lives, she says, "in a

FEDERAL INSURANCE CO.
New York, 38, N. Y.
Bonds,
$24,753,003.38
Stocks,
26.19897290
Cash & BankDeposits, 7972.997 71
Agents’ Balances,
2,277,75232
Other Assets,
835,691.56

perpetual state of arrested progress.
She is the wife of an engineer—
Armand du Roselle—and the moth
er of two young daughters who
claim a great deal of her atten
tion. She admits that her name is
a tongue twister to Americans, and
is flattered that she already has a
Yankee nickname, Monique de la
Musique. This last information is
from a charming article which
Newsweek recently showed.

Mrs. Gregory's Idea

St. George Woman Is In
Favor Qf the Preferen
tial Primary
St. George, March 19,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have heard people say “Why is
it that the man who gets the high
est popularity vote isn’t always the
one to get elected as president?” I
have written this in answer to
that question.
The president and vice president
are not voted for directly by the
people. At the time the Consti
tution was adopted, there were
no quick ways of traveling .or
spreading news. There were few
newpapers and the people of one
State knew so little of those in
other States that lt was thought
impossible for the people generally
to know enough about the candi
dates to make the best choice. So
it was decided to have the people
of each State elect a number of
citizens equal to the total num
ber of tlieir Senators and Repre
sentatives.
These men, called electors, were
then to meet and choose a presi
dent and a vice president. This
same procedure is still followed;
only it has been complicated by the
growth of th- party system, which
developed after the constitution
was written.
Today the electoral vote is by
states, that is, each elector votes
for the candidates whose party has
received the most votes by the
people of his State.
Therefore I would like to see a
binding preferential primary in
Maine. This is the only way to
make certain that future Maine
delegations faithfully represent the
will of Maine Republicans at the
National convention.
If the party is nearly unanimous
in its preference for a candidate
there is no harm in automatically,
naming key party leaders as dele
gates. But there are Taft adherents
and Eisenhower adherents and any
automatic selection may give too
much weight to one side or the
other.
Let’s demand a party-wide control
of the delegation by having a bind
ing preferential primary and hope
that those other states Jhat don’t
will follow suit.
Mrs. Robert Gregory

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED
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FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTO
MOBILE INSURANCE CO.
Concord, N. H.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Bonds,
$1942,21455
Stocks,
4255325
Real Estate Owned,
33,84506
Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate,
1,623.63
Cash and Bank Deposits, 243367.45
Other Assets,
27330.72

Total Assets,
61338507.87
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS. ETC.
Reserve for Losses,
$7,057940.00
Total Assets,
$1500934 65
Reserve for Loss Adjust.
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Expenses,
683,526 00
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Losses,
$308935.36
Premiums,
•
16.404,892.00 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Taxes,
772438.37
ment Expenses,
44.26496
Other Liabilities,
4,512,06131 Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
169333.56
Total Liabilities,
$29,430957 68 Reserve for Taxes,
23,72991
Special Surplus Funds, $7,635,175.45 All Other Liabilities,
1392390
Capital Paid Up,
400,000.00
Total Liabilities,
$559,487.70
Unassigned Funds.
20973.074 74
Surplus as Regards
Unassigned Funds
Policyholders,
31906950.19
(Surplus),
1,031,44695
Surplus as Regards
Total,
$61,338507 87
Policyholders. '
1.03144695
33-S-39
Total,
$1.59093469
PEERLESS CASUALTY COIWANY
33-S-38
Insurance Building, Keene, N. H.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
CONTINENTAL ASSURANCE CO.
Bonds,
$8503,758.04
Chicago, Illinois
Stocks
951383.00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Real Estate Owned,
115,880.91 Real Estate,
$14,110,011.25
Mortgage Loans on
Mortgage Loan6,
34.425,733.80
Real Estate,
157,474.73 Collateral Loans,
129900.60
Cash & Bank Deposits, 3,140,715.77 Stocks & Bonds.
134,025,790.48
Agents’ Balances,
1,030,408.58 Cash in Office & Bank, 5922,04166
Other Assets,
465911.35 Agents’ Balances,
(-) 295,16094
Bills Receivable,
3,769.06
Total Assets
$14365,13238 Interest & Rents,
1990917.25
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS, ETC., O.her Assets,
14,673,722.87
Reserve for Losses,
$5.044548 74
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Gross Assets,
$204286,02621
ment Expenses,
341,110.06 Less items not ad
Reserve for Unearned
mitted,
(-) 16354754
Premiums,
4,24650782
Reserve for Taxes,
200.000.00
Admitted,__
$204,440573.75
Other Liabilities,
268,736.73
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1961
Pending Claim Reserve, $3,484,12151
Total Liabilities,$10.100906.34
Statutory Policy Res., 160.408,196 00
Special Surplus Funds, $614929.04 Other Liabilities,
23991.70693
Capital Paid Up,
1,400.000.00 Cash Capital,
5,000,000.00
Unassigned Funds
2950,000 00 Surplus over &
Surplus as Regards
Liabilities,
1156556061
Policyholders,
4964929.04
Total,

$14365.13238
33-S-30

Total Liabilities ii
Surplus,

$204,440673.75
33-S-30

